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6666        CLAUSE STRUCTURE ANDCLAUSE STRUCTURE ANDCLAUSE STRUCTURE ANDCLAUSE STRUCTURE AND    CLAUSE TYPESCLAUSE TYPESCLAUSE TYPESCLAUSE TYPES    
In this chapter, we discuss the structure of a simple clause in Tafi, the order of the 
constituents in the clause and the grammatical relations arguments hold with the 
predicate. We then describe various constructions or clause types including 
predicative possessive, copula, presentational and locative constructions. We draw 
attention to the roles different constituents receive and the precedence relations that 
hold between them. The lexical and grammatical factors that determine aspects of 
their ordering are noted throughout. The semantics of verbs that function in the 
locative constructions are also examined.  
 
In the second part of the chapter, we look at the positions that are opened up in the 
left periphery of the clause for information structuring purposes. We argue that as 
claimed for Kwa languages (Ameka 2010), Tafi also has at least three positions to 
the immediate left of the subject position in a simple clause. These positions are 
filled by constituents that are frame or left dislocated topics, contrastive topics and 
focalised constituents respectively. We describe each of the information structuring 
clause types noting how they relate to the core of the clause. 
 

6.16.16.16.1        Basic clause structure and grammatical relationsBasic clause structure and grammatical relationsBasic clause structure and grammatical relationsBasic clause structure and grammatical relations    

In Chapter 7 on verbs and verbal modifiers, we identify various constructions 
involving predicates: one-place, two-place and three-place constructions. We 
describe in the same chapter various constructions involving operator verbs that 
take nominalised verbs as complements. For all these constructions, the basic 
constituent order is: 
 
1.  Subject  Verb  Obj1   Obj2   X 
         DATIVE/  THEME/  Adjunct 
         GOAL     
 
Tafi is thus an SV (in intransitive clauses) and an AV(D)O (in transitive clauses) 
language. Grammatical relations are distinguished by position. Subjects (A/S) 
occur initially in a simple clause and are cross-referenced on the verb. Subjects are 
also distinguished from objects by distinct pronominal forms. There is a subject 
object asymmetry in syntactic processes such as relativisation and focus. The 
objects, both O and D, occur postverbally. D and O occur in a fixed order where D 
precedes O but they are represented by the same pronominal forms. 
 
In Tafi, the subject is cross-referenced on the predicate as in (2) – (4) but objects 
are not, as shown in (2) (see Chapter 3). The subject cross-reference markers are 
the same as the subject pronominal forms (see §3.6 for more details). Two 
paradigms of subject cross-reference markers can be distinguished. One group is 
used to cross-reference subjects in independent clauses while the second group 
which is made up of dependent pronominal forms is used in dependent clauses 
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such as relative, complement and adverbial clauses (cf. Table 3.2; Chapter 9). In 
example (4), the subject of the sentence is an independent pronoun balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́‘3PL.IND’ 
and it has been cross-referenced on the verb with bábábábá. This shows that independent 
pronouns in Tafi behave like full nouns.  
 
2.  Anʊv́ɔń̄ átsywɩ ̃bawiń. 
  aaaa----nnnnʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́vvvvɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----tsywtsywtsywtsywɩ ̃ɩ ̃ɩ ̃ɩ ̃   babababa----wiwiwiwi            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-child DEF SM-tear CM.PL-dress DEF 
  ‘The child tore the dresses.’ 
 
3.  Bawɩń átsywɩ.̃ 
  babababa----wwwwɩɩɩɩ            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       bábábábá----tsywtsywtsywtsywɩ ̃ɩ ̃ɩ ̃ɩ ̃   
  CM.PL-dress DEF SM-tear 
  ‘The dresses are torn.’ 
 
4.  Bal’ átsywɩ.̃ 
  balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       bábábábá----tsywtsywtsywtsywɩ ̃ɩ ̃ɩ ̃ɩ ̃   
  3PL.IND SM-tear 
  ‘THEY are torn.’ 
 
As stated above, objects are not cross-referenced on the verb and postverbal objects 
are represented with the same pronominal form. With regard to the 
pronominalisation of objects in a double object construction, both Object1 which is 
the Goal argument and Object2 which is the Theme argument can be 
pronominalised. Object1 can undergo pronominalisation without difficulty as 
shown in (6) whereas Object2 cannot. The pronominalisation of Object2 has some 
restrictions. The clearest is if the Goal argument is not a pronoun then the theme 
argument cannot be easily pronominalised in a monoverbal clause. The 
pronominalisation of the Theme argument in such a clause renders the sentence 
ungrammatical as exemplified by the sentence in (11). Sentence (5) illustrates a 
double object construction with both objects being animate. The sentence in (9) is 
an example of a double object construction with the Goal argument, (i.e. Object1) 
being animate and the Theme (i.e. Object2) being inanimate. In sentence (7), the 
Theme argument (i.e. Object2) which is animate is pronominalised. Sentence (8) 
shows both animate objects pronominalised while (10) exemplifies a double object 
construction in which both the animate and inanimate objects are pronominalised. 
 
5.  Ányɩń́ ákasɩ ́badzɩnʊ́vɔɛ̄ń̄ ádɔkasɩń́. 
  áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       bbbbaaaa----dzdzdzdzɩɩɩɩnnnnʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́vvvvɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄   nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----ddddɔɔɔɔkaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-man DEF SM-show CM.PL-girl DEF CM-teacher DEF 
  ‘The man showed the girls the teacher.’ 
 
6.  Ányɩń́ ákas’ álɩ ́ádɔkasɩń́. 
  áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   áááá----ddddɔɔɔɔkaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-man DEF SM-show 3PL CM-teacher DEF 
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  ‘The man showed them the teacher.’ 
 
7.  Ányɩń́ ákas’ ádɔkasɩń́ ’álɩ.́ 
  áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----ddddɔɔɔɔkaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-man DEF SM-show CM-teacher DEF 3PL 
  ‘The man showed them (to) the teacher.’ 
 
8.  Ányɩń́ ákas’ yɩ ́’álɩ.́ 
  áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-man DEF SM-show 3SG 3PL 
  ‘The man showed them (to) him.’ 
 
It appears that if the Theme and Goal arguments differ in animacy and the Goal is 
not pronominalised, then the inanimate Theme cannot be pronominalised as in (11). 
In that case, an SVC with yyyyɩɩɩɩkkkkɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄ ‘take’ is used to express the state of affairs as 
shown in (12). Thus, there is some asymmetry linked to animacy between Object1 
and Object2 (apart from the order in which they appear) in Tafi.  
 
9.  Ányɩń́ ákɔ ́Kofí ’ikutú. 
  áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       KofíKofíKofíKofí    kikikiki----kutūkutūkutūkutū    
  CM-man DEF SM-give Kofi CM-hat 
  ‘The man gave Kofi a hat.’ 
 
10.  Ákɔ ́yɩ ́’ɩĺɩ.́ 
  áááá----kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  3SG-give 3SG 3SG 
  ‘He gave it (to) him.’ 
 
11.  *ányɩń́ ákɔ ́Kofí ’ɩlɩ.́ 
  áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       KofiKofiKofiKofi    kkkkɩɩɩɩllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-man DEF SM-give Kofi 3SG 
  ‘The man gave Kofi it.’ 
 
12.  Ányɩń́ áyɩḱɔ ’ɛl’akɔ ́Kofí. 
  áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩḱkkkɔɔɔɔ        kkkkɩɩɩɩllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       aaaa----kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       KofíKofíKofíKofí    
  CM-man DEF SM-take 3SG SM-give Kofi 
  ‘The man gave it to Kofi.’ 
 
In the rest of this chapter, we look at other clause types beginning with copula 
clauses and other predicate constructions which express existence, location, and 
possession.  
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6.26.26.26.2        Copula clauseCopula clauseCopula clauseCopula clause    

Tafi has a copula verb nunununu ‘COP’ which takes a copula subject and a copula 
complement. It is used to express identity between two NPs (13a, c), or the 
role/function (13d) of the subject. It can also express classification (13e). For 
example, 
 
13a. Minu Victoria. 
  mmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           iiii----nūnūnūnū            victoriavictoriavictoriavictoria    
  1SG.IND SM-COP  Victoria 
  ‘I am Victoria.’ 
 
13b. Bagɩ baláávʊbɔ ́anɔń bal’énū ... 
  babababa----ggggɩɩɩɩ        balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       bábábábá----babababa----vvvvʊʊʊʊbbbbɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       aaaa----nnnnɔɔɔɔ             nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           
  3PL-REL 3PL.IND SM-FUT-bury CM-person DEF 3PL.IND  
        bébébébé----nūnūnūnū 
  SM-COP 
  ‘Those who will bury the person are...’ 
 
13c. W’onú Kweku Anansɩ kɩlɩ ́w’onú ánɩ?  
        wwwwɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́           oooo----nūnūnūnū        KwekúKwekúKwekúKwekú    ÁnansÁnansÁnansÁnansɩɩɩɩ        kkkkɩɩɩɩllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       wwwwɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́           oooo----nūnūnūnū        áááá----nnnnɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄   
  2SG.IND SM-COP Kwekú Ánansɩ CONJ 2SG.IND SM-COP AM-who 
  ‘You are Kweku Ananse therefore who do you think you are?’  

(lit. ‘...therefore you are who?’)  (Sãh́wɩ ̃)̄ 
 
13d. Bányâń enú badɔkasɩ.́ 
  bábábábá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           aaaa----nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           bébébébé----nūnūnūnū        babababa----ddddɔɔɔɔkaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM.PL-man AM-PROX SM-COP CM.PL-teacher 
  ‘These men are teachers.’  
 
13e. Ányâń énū atʊtɔpuń. 
     áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       aaaa----nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           éééé----nūnūnūnū        aaaa----ttttʊʊʊʊttttɔɔɔɔpúpúpúpú    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-man AM-PROX SM-COP AM-first DEF 
  ‘This man is the first.’ 
 
Commonly, the copula complement can be topicalised or questioned in which case 
it is fronted as shown in: 
 
14a. Ehoeleté m’inū. 
  eeee----hoeleté hoeleté hoeleté hoeleté                 mmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           iiii----nūnūnūnū    
  CM-cowrie.owner 1SG.IND SM-COP 
  ‘A rich person, I am.’ 
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14b. Sãh́wɩ ̃ ̄y’áglɔ ̄y’enū. 
  sãh́wsãh́wsãh́wsãh́wɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃ ̄   yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           áááá----glglglglɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄           yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           eeee----nūnūnūnū    
  spider 3SG.IND CM-lover  3SG.IND SM-COP 
  ‘Spider’s lover she is.’(i.e. ‘she is SPIDER’S LOVER’)  (Sãh́wɩ ̃)̄ 
 
14c. Ánɩ ̄y’eyí w’onu? 
  áááá----nnnnɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄       yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           eeee----yíyíyíyí        wwwwɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́           oooo----nūnūnūnū    
  AM-who 3SG.IND CM-child 2SG.IND SM-COP 
  ‘Whose child are you?’ 
 
14d. Kikutú linū. 
  kikikiki----kutú kutú kutú kutú     lililili----nūnūnūnū    
  CM-hat 3SG.DEP-COP  
  ‘A hat, it is.’ 
 

6.36.36.36.3        Presentational constructionsPresentational constructionsPresentational constructionsPresentational constructions    

The presentational construction is a verbless clause/copula clause made up of a 
nominal and the proximal or distal demonstrative plus an initial nnnn---- which 
presumably could be the copula nunununu ‘COP’. However, it does not occur with any 
subject marker to show agreement with the copula subject. As usual the 
demonstrative agrees with the class of the noun it is modifying. For example, 
 
15a. M’epidzya n’ań.  
  mmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       eeee----pidzyapidzyapidzyapidzya    nūnūnūnū        aaaa----nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  1SG CM-goat COP AM-PROX 
  ‘This is my goat.’ (lit. ‘my goat is this.’) 
 
15b. Kikutú n’ɩń. 
  kikikiki----kutú kutú kutú kutú     nūnūnūnū        ɩɩɩɩ----nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-hat COP AM-PROX 
  ‘This is a hat.’ 
 
15c. Blɔ ̌nɩ wɔ ’uplukpá n’ʊń. 
  blblblblɔ̌ɔ̌ɔ̌ɔ ̌           nnnnɩɩɩɩ            wwwwɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́               bubububu----plukpplukpplukpplukpá á á á     nūnūnūnū        ʊʊʊʊ----nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  1SG.IND COM 2SG.IND CM.PL-book COP AM-PROX 
  ‘These books are mine and yours.’ 
 
15d. Ɔkʊ́kɔ ́n’ɔlɩĺɩń́. 
  ɔɔɔɔ----kkkkʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́           nūnūnūnū        ɔɔɔɔ----llllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩĺlllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-hen  COP AM-PROX 
  ‘That is a hen.’ 
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15e. Bʊmwɩ n’ʊlɩĺɩńɩ.́ 
  bbbbʊʊʊʊ----mwmwmwmwɩɩɩɩ    nūnūnūnū        ʊʊʊʊ----llllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩĺlllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-salt COP AM-DIST 
  ‘That is salt.’ 
 
The copula nunununu is only used for present time reference. When a speaker wants to 
refer to an event that has a past time reference, then the verb dzidzidzidzi ‘COP.NPRES, 
become’ is used. For example,  
 
16a. Ídzí ádɔkasɩ.́ 
  íííí----dzídzídzídzí                    áááá----ddddɔɔɔɔkaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  1SG-COP.NPRES CM-teacher 
  ‘I was a teacher.’ 
 
Also, for future time reference it is the verb dzidzidzidzi ‘COP.NPRES, become’ that is 
used instead of nunununu ‘COP’ as shown in (16b). When this verb combines with the 
present progressive it expresses a change of state that is currently on-going as in 
(16c). 
 
16b. Kofí ebedzi ádɔkasɩ.́ 
  KofíKofíKofíKofí    eeee----bebebebe----dzidzidzidzi                áááá----ddddɔɔɔɔkaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  Kofi SM-FUT-become CM-teacher 
  ‘Kofi will be/become a teacher.’ 
 
16c. Kofí éédzi ádɔkasɩ.́ 
  KofíKofíKofíKofí    éééé----éééé----dzidzidzidzi                            áááá----ddddɔɔɔɔkaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  Kofi SM-PRSPROG-become  CM-teacher 
  ‘Kofi is becoming a teacher.’ 
 

6.46.46.46.4        Existential constructionsExistential constructionsExistential constructionsExistential constructions    

Existential constructions make use of the locative/existential verb which has two 
forms llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at, exist’ and zazazaza ‘be.at:NPRES’. The former is used in the expression 
of present existence and the latter is used for non-present existence. In these 
constructions, the entity whose existence is being predicated on or theme occurs in 
the subject position as illustrated in (17). The example in (17b) was adapted from a 
story narration. 
 
17a. Kpáyā ’lɩ.́  
  kpáyākpáyākpáyākpáyā    aaaa----llllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           
  God SM-be.at 
  ‘There is God.’ 
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17b. ...kɩlɩ ́kásalã abáza. 
  kkkkɩɩɩɩllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kákákáká----sãlãsãlãsãlãsãlã            aaaa----bábábábá----zazazaza    
  CONJ CM-tortoise SM-VENT-be.at:NPRES 
  ‘..and tortoise came to exist.’  (Kásalã) 
 

6.56.56.56.5        Predicate possessive constructionsPredicate possessive constructionsPredicate possessive constructionsPredicate possessive constructions    

Predicate possession in Tafi is expressed in a construction with the locative verb llllɩɩɩɩ 
‘be.at, exist’ and zazazaza ‘be.at:NPRES’ with the possessed NP occurring as the subject 
NP while the object NP position is occupied by a possessive NP. The possessive 
NP consists of a possessor and the body-part ahahahahɔɩɔɩɔɩɔɩ ‘hand’ which are juxtaposed. 
These sentences literally mean that the possessed item is at the possessor’s hand. 
The verbs llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’ and zazazaza ‘be.at:NPRES’ are used for present and non-present 
possession respectively. The following are examples. 
 
18a. Sɩk’ álɩ y’áhɔɩ. 
  ssssɩɩɩɩkákákáká        áááá----llllɩɩɩɩ            yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           aaaa----hhhhɔɩɔɩɔɩɔɩ    
  money  SM-be.at 3SG.IND CM-hand 
  ‘S/he has money.’  
 
18b. Aɖaŋu dzyɔgǒ álɩ Abisí ahɔɩ. 
  aaaa----dadadadaŋuŋuŋuŋu            dzydzydzydzyɔɔɔɔgǒgǒgǒgǒ        áááá----llllɩɩɩɩ            AbisíAbisíAbisíAbisí    aaaa----hhhhɔɩɔɩɔɩɔɩ            
  CM.PL-idea good  SM-be.at Abisí CM-hand 
  ‘Abisi has very good ideas.’  
 
18c. Sɩk’ áza y’áhɔɩ. 
  ssssɩɩɩɩkákákáká        áááá----zazazaza        yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           aaaa----hhhhɔɩɔɩɔɩɔɩ    
  money  SM-be.at 3SG.IND CM-hand 
  ‘S/he had money.’  
 
18d. Aɖaŋu dzyɔgǒ áza Abisí ahɔɩ. 
  aaaa----dadadadaŋuŋuŋuŋu            dzydzydzydzyɔɔɔɔgǒgǒgǒgǒ        áááá----zazazaza            AbisíAbisíAbisíAbisí    aaaa----hhhhɔɩɔɩɔɩɔɩ            
  CM.PL-idea good  be.at:NPRES Abisí CM-hand 
  ‘Abisi had very good ideas.’  
 
As shown in the examples in (18), the subject NPs are not definite. When the verbs 
llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’ and za za za za ‘be.at:NPRES’    occur with a possessed item that is definite then the 
meaning of the construction is likely to be one of temporary and specific 
possession (Ameka 1991:227). Thus according to Ameka (ibid), such constructions 
may be glossed as ‘the Y is with X’ instead of ‘X has Y’. Consider the following 
examples: 
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19a. Sɩkáń álɩ m’áhɔɩ.   
ssssɩɩɩɩkákákáká        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----llllɩɩɩɩ            mmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           aaaa----hhhhɔɩɔɩɔɩɔɩ    

  money  DEF SM-be.at 1SG.IND CM-hand 
  ‘I have the money.’ or ‘the money is with me.’ 
 
19b. Sɩkáń áza m’áhɔɩ. 
  ssssɩɩɩɩkákákáká        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----zazazaza        mmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           aaaa----hhhhɔɩɔɩɔɩɔɩ    
  money  DEF SM-be.at 1SG.IND CM-hand 
  ‘I had the money.’ or ‘the money was with me.’ 
 
Predicate possession involving body-parts as the possessed items can be expressed 
in two ways. One way is through the use of the construction as described above 
and the other is to use a construction in which the possessor is expressed as some 
sort of locative; as such the construction literally means the possessed body-part is 
at the possessor. This is illustrated in (20). In this example, the body-part occurs as 
the subject NP while the possessor occurs as the object of the verb llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at, exist’. 
 
20.  Ɩtsrɩ ̌tɩbha ɩlɩ ́lɩḿ. 
     ɩɩɩɩ----tsrtsrtsrtsrɩ ̌ɩ ̌ɩ ̌ɩ ̌           ttttɩɩɩɩ----bhabhabhabha        ɩɩɩɩllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ɩɩɩɩ----llllɩɩɩɩ            mmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM.PL-foot AM-two 3PL SM-be.at 1SG 
  ‘I have two feet.’ 
 
The verb mmmmɔɔɔɔ ‘see’ is also used to express possession of material things like sikásikásikásiká 
‘money’ or ehoéehoéehoéehoé ‘money (lit. cowries)’, as well as abstract attributes and states as 
shown in (21).  In this construction, the possessor occurs as the subject NP while 
the possessed item occurs as the object NP. 
 
21a. Adzɩń̄ ámɔ sɩká. 
  aaaa----dzdzdzdzɩɩɩɩ             nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----mmmmɔɔɔɔ        ssssɩɩɩɩkákákáká    
  CM-woman DEF SM-see money 
  ‘The woman has got money.’ 
 
21b. Ányɩńʊ́vɔɛ̄n̄ ámɔ shuim. 
  aaaa----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́vvvvɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄   nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----mmmmɔɔɔɔ        shushushushu        kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ    
  CM-boy  DEF SM-see body inside 
  ‘The boy is fat.’  
 
In fact, the experience (or possession) of certain emotional states such as samsamsamsamɩɩɩɩ ‘joy, 
happiness’ or oblǒoblǒoblǒoblǒ ‘anger’ are also expressed using this verb with the nominal 
denoting the emotion as object.  
 
22.  Ádɔkasɩń́ ámɔ oblǒ nɩ wɔ.́ 
  áááá----ddddɔɔɔɔkaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----mmmmɔɔɔɔ        oooo----blǒblǒblǒblǒ            nnnnɩɩɩɩ        wwwwɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́   
  CM-teacher DEF SM-see CM-anger  COM 2SG 
  ‘The teacher is angry with you.’ 
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As illustrated in examples (21) and (22), the verb mmmmɔɔɔɔ ‘see’ is used as a possessive 
verb in which case its object is non-definite. When the object is marked for 
definiteness then the verb takes on the meaning ‘find’.  
 
23.  Adzɩń̄ ámɔ sɩkáń 
  aaaa----dzdzdzdzɩɩɩɩ             nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----mmmmɔɔɔɔ        ssssɩɩɩɩkákákáká        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-woman DEF SM-see money  DEF 
  ‘The woman saw or found the money.’ 
  
Constructions parallel to the predicative possessive constructions described here for 
Tafi are also available in Ewe (see Ameka 1991, 2012). Thus Ewe has a [Possessed 
Subject – lelelele ‘be.at’ Possessor sísísísí ‘hand’] construction as well as a [Possessed lililili 
éxist’ nánánáná ‘DAT’ Possessor] for expressing body part and kinship possession. 
Moreover the verb kpkpkpkpɔɔɔɔ ‘see’ is used to express possession of attributes, and 
emotions with the same constraints on definiteness as in Tafi. This raises the 
question of whether the grammar of predicate possession in Tafi may have been 
influenced by Ewe. Ameka 2012b argues that Likpe grammar of possession is 
influenced by Ewe in some of the same ways, e.g. in the use of the verb for SEE.  
 

6.66.66.66.6        Locative constructionsLocative constructionsLocative constructionsLocative constructions    

There are a number of constructions that are used to describe locative situations. 
These constructions include the Basic Locative Construction (BLC) and two other 
construction types. The Basic Locative Construction (BLC) is a construction which 
is commonly used to answer a question about the location of an object, ‘Where is 
X?’ (or simply, a “where search”-question) (Levinson and Wilkins 2006a). The 
“where search”-question in Tafi consists of an initial question word fákfákfákfákɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́‘where’, 
followed by the Figure which is in turn followed by a locative verb as exemplified 
in (24a). The BLC in Tafi consists of an NP (i.e. the subject of the clause) which 
denotes the Figure, a locative verb followed by a postpositional phrase which is 
made up of an NP which specifies the reference object and a postposition which 
specifies the Search Domain. The Figure is the entity located, the Ground is the 
entity with respect to which the Figure is located (Talmy, 1985, 2000) and the 
Search Domain is the particular region of the Ground where the Figure is located 
(Ameka, 1995, 1999). The BLC is illustrated by the example in (24b). 
 
24a. Fákɔ ́kɔṕʊń álɩ?    
  fákfákfákfákɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔṕpppʊʊʊʊ    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----llllɩɩɩɩ     
  Where  cup DEF SM-be.at 
  Where  Figure   Locative Verb 
  ‘Where is the cup?’ 
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24b. Kɔṕʊń étsirí kplɔ̃ňíábhā.         
  kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔṕpppʊʊʊʊ        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       éééé----tsirítsirítsirítsirí            [(kpl[(kpl[(kpl[(kplɔ̃̌ɔ̃̌ɔ̃̌ɔ̃ ̌       níníníní))))        kábhākábhākábhākábhā]]]] 
  CM-cup DEF SM-be.on  table  DEF top 
           Ref. Obj   Search Domain 
  Figure    Loc. Verb  Ground 
  ‘The cup is on the table.’  (TRPS 1) 
 
In Tafi, different constructions are used to describe where an entity is located. The 
syntactic frames of these constructions are represented below: 
 
            GROUND  SEARCH 
  FIG     RELATION REFERENCE DOMAIN 
            OBJECT 
I.  NP  V[LOC]       [NP    (Postposition)]PostP 

II.  NP  V[LOC]       [NP[Bpart]   (Postposition)]PostP 

III.  NP  V     Prep  [NP    (Postposition)] PostP 

IV.  NP  V1  V2      [NP    (Postposition)] PostP 

 
The frames in (I) and (II) constitute the basic locative construction in Tafi. The 
frames in (III) and (IV) are alternative locative constructions used when there is a 
deviation from the prototypical basic locative function. In the BLC, the expressions 
referring to the Figure, the verb and the reference object cannot be absent. 
However, the postpositions which specify the search domain can be omitted under 
certain conditions, for instance, when the Ground where the Figure is located is 
inherently locative such as kesukpákesukpákesukpákesukpá ‘land, ground’ as illustrated in (25a) or when 
the search domain is inferable from the verb, i.e., the information carried by the 
postposition is specified by the verb and so it is redundant. Thus, there is no 
mention of the search domain in sentence (25b) below.  
 
25a. Kishǐń ílí ’ésúkpá.    
        kikikiki----shǐshǐshǐshǐ        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           kíkíkíkí----lílílílí                    kekekeke----sukpásukpásukpásukpá 
  CM-stick DEF SM-be.positioned  CM-ground 
  ‘The stick is on the ground.’  
 
25b. Kishǐń ɩḱpaplɩńɔ ̄osí.    
        kikikiki----shǐshǐshǐshǐ        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---kpaplkpaplkpaplkpaplɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄       oooo----sísísísí    
        CM-stick DEF SM-lean.against CM-tree 
  ‘The stick is leaning against a tree.’  (PSPV 1) 
 
A subconstruction of the basic locative construction, as shown in (II), is used to 
characterise locative situations in which the reference object is a body part. The 
Figure occurs as the subject and the Ground is spelt out as a body-part on which it 
is located. Examples of scenes that are described with this construction include a 
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‘hat on head’ (TRPS 5), and a ‘ring on finger’ (TRPS 10) as exemplified in 
sentence (26a). In this case, the postposition can be left out. The sentence in (26a) 
is a reduced form of the BLC because of the absence of a spatial element to denote 
the specific part of the Ground where the Figure is located (Essegbey 2005, 
Levinson and Wilkins 2006a, Ameka and Essegbey 2006). The body-part noun 
may, however, be followed by a postposition when the configuration relation 
between the Figure and the body-part is one of containment as shown in example 
(26b).  
 
26a. Kɩśɩǵbɛń́ ɩḱpasɩ ’ɩwɛń̌.    
        kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---ssssɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩǵbgbgbgbɛ́ɛ ́ɛ ́ɛ ́   nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   kkkkɩɩɩɩ----wwwwɛ̌ɛ ̌ɛ ̌ɛ ̌           nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́
  CM-ring DEF SM-be.on CM-finger DEF 
  ‘The ring is on the finger.’  (TRPS 10) 
 
26b. Tógɛń̄ ákpasɩ ’ʊtɔńím̄. 
        tógtógtógtógɛ̄ɛ ̄ɛ ̄ɛ ̄       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kpaskpaskpaskpasɩɩɩɩ    bbbbʊʊʊʊ----ttttɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       níníníní        kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ    
  Ear-ring DEF SM-be.in CM-ear DEF inside 
  ‘The ear-ring is in the ear.’  (TRPS 69) 
 
Alternatively, the sentence in (26b) can be expressed as a possessive construction 
in which the possessor of the body-part is specified as illustrated in (27). 
 
27.  Tógɛń̄ ákpasɩ ́adzɩń̄ ’ʊt́ɔńím̄.    
        tógtógtógtógɛ̄ɛ ̄ɛ ̄ɛ ̄       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   aaaa----dzdzdzdzɩɩɩɩ             nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       bbbbʊʊʊʊ----ttttɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       níníníní        kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́
  Ear-ring DEF SM-be.in CM-woman DEF CM-ear DEF inside 
  ‘The ear-ring is in the woman’s ear.’ 
 
The third type of locative construction has a locative adjunct phrase occurring after 
the verb. The locative adjunct phrase is a prepositional phrase consisting of a 
preposition as its head and a postpositional phrase as its complement. The sentence 
in (28) exemplifies this: 
 
28.  Anʊv́ɔń̄ ábʊbɔ ní kegbuniede.    
        aaaa----nnnnʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́vvvvɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----bbbbʊʊʊʊbbbbɔɔɔɔ        níníníní        kekekeke----gbugbugbugbu        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ke.deke.deke.deke.de 
  CM-child DEF SM-bend LOC CM-chair DEF behind 
  ‘The child squats behind the chair.’  (TRPS 64) 
 
A subtype of the prepositional construction involves the use of the allative 
preposition kúkúkúkú ‘ALL’ to introduce the Ground phrase. Situations characterised by 
such a construction are dynamic or active as in (29) and (30). 
 
29.  Batʊmpáń ákpla kú tisím̄.    
        babababa----ttttʊʊʊʊmpámpámpámpá            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           bábábábá----kplakplakplakpla         kúkúkúkú        titititi----sísísísí        kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ 
  CM.PL-bottle  DEF  SM-be.fixed  ALL CM-earth inside 
  ‘The bottles are fixed in the ground.’ (PSPV 28) 
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30.  Kishǐń ɩḱpla kú kesukpogunuń.    
        kikikiki----shǐshǐshǐshǐ        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---kplakplakplakpla             kúkúkúkú        kekekeke----sukpogunusukpogunusukpogunusukpogunu        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-stick DEF SM-be.fixed ALL CM-tree.stump DEF 
  ‘The stick is fixed into the tree stump.’ (PSPV 38) 
 
In this example, a postposition specifying the search domain is omitted as the 
relation between Figure and Ground and the region where the Figure is located can 
be inferred from the verb and preposition. 
 
The fourth type of locative construction is a serial verb construction (SVC).    The 
first verb in the serial construction contributes information as to the manner in 
which a Figure is located on the Ground whereas the second verb describes how 
the Figure is positioned. The sentence in (31) is an example of an SVC (see chapter 
10 on SVCs). 
 
31.  Kishǐń ídzí kpaplɩńɔ ̄osí. 
  kikikiki----shǐshǐshǐshǐ        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kíkíkíkí----dzídzídzídzí                        kpaplkpaplkpaplkpaplɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄       oooo----sísísísí 
  CM-stick DEF  SM-be.located.on.base  lean.against  CM-tree  
  ‘The stick is on the ground leaning against a tree.’  (PSPV 1) 
 
In the next section, we describe the meanings that locative verbs take in these 
constructions. 
 

6.6.1   The meaning and use of the verbs 

Tafi makes use of 13 verbs in the BLC (Bobuafor 2008b), and is thus a multiverb 
language according to the typology of locative predication (Ameka and Levinson 
2007). Four language types have been identified on the basis of the verbal 
components used in the basic types of locative constructions. The first type is made 
up of languages whose BLC is verbless while the second type has in the BLC a 
copula verb (e.g. English), a locative or an existential verb (e.g. Ewe). The third 
type of languages tends to use a small contrastive set of between 3-7 positional 
verbs in the BLC (e.g. Dutch). Tutrugbu (Nyagbo) the sister dialect of Tafi uses 
only 4 verbs in its BLC and thus belongs to this type (see Essegbey 2010b). The 
last type makes use of a large set of between 9-100 dispositional verbs (e.g. Likpe, 
Logba and Akan). Based on this classification, Tafi belongs to the fourth type. This 
is because apart from the locative verbs llllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘be.at’, tsirítsirítsirítsirí ‘be.on’ and kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘be.in’, 
Tafi has about 10 dispositional verbs which occur in its BLC. 
 
The 13 verbs used are listed in Table 6.1. They are grouped semantically. 
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Table 6.1  Locative verbs used in BLC 
Semantic classes Verbs  Gloss 
General Topological llllɩɩɩɩ    ‘be.at’ 
 tsirítsirítsirítsirí    ‘be.on’ 
 kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   ‘be.in’ 
 búnbúnbúnbúnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄   ‘be.near’ 
Postural lílílílí    ‘be.positioned’ 
 dzídzídzídzí    ‘be.located.on.base’ 
 ssssɔɔɔɔmmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   ‘hang’ 
 kpaplkpaplkpaplkpaplɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄   ‘lean.against’ 
 bbbbʊʊʊʊbbbbɔɔɔɔ    ‘bend’ 
Adhesion tátátátá    ‘be.fixed’ 
Attachment nyányányányá    ‘be.tied’ 
 mmmmɩɩɩɩnananana    ‘be.tied.around 
 kanakanakanakana    ‘surround, go.around’ 
 dadadada    ‘cover’ 

 

6.6.1.1   The general topological verbs 

In this section, I focus on three of the verbs. These are verbs    which express the 
general topological meanings of coincidence, llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’, contact and support,    tsirítsirítsirítsirí 
‘be.on’, and containment, kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́‘be.in’. 

6.6.1.1.1             llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’ 

The verb llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’ is a general locative verb used to signal the topological relation 
of coincidence (Ameka 2007). LLLLɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’ seems to have been borrowed from Ewe 
and adapted into the language. There is a strong preference for using llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’ 
especially to talk about any location of any entity. Thus, this verb is used by some 
speakers in the topological relations stimuli task to localise, for instance, ‘butter on 
knife’ (TPRS 12) and a ‘ball under chair’ (TPRS 16) as illustrated in sentences 
(32a) and (32b) respectively. 
 
32a. Bʊbɔ ́nɩ ́lɩ ̄ɩhɛ ̌ní shú. 
        bbbbʊʊʊʊ----bbbbɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           llllɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄           ɩɩɩɩ----hhhhɛ̌ɛ ̌ɛ ̌ɛ ̌       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           shúshúshúshú    
  CM-fat DEF be.at CM-knife DEF  surface 
  ‘The butter is on the knife’. (TRPS 12) 
 
32b. Bɔĺuń alɩ ́kadangóníésí.    
        bbbbɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔĺulululu    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       aaaa----llllɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄           kakakaka----dangódangódangódangó    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kesíkesíkesíkesí    
  ball DEF  SM-be.at  CM-chair DEF under 
  ‘The ball is under the chair.’ (TRPS 16) 
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The verb llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’ can also be used in a response to a question as to the where-
about of a person. The sentence in (33), for instance, is a response to a question 
about the where-about of God. 
 
33.  Alɩ ̄ow̃ũsisé. 
        aaaa----llllɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄               oooo----w̃ũsiséw̃ũsiséw̃ũsiséw̃ũsisé    
  3SG-be.at  CM-heaven 
  ‘He is in heaven.’ 
 
The verb llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’ can also be used in a two-place predicate possessive 
construction as in (34) (see section 6.4 for further discussion). 
 
34.  Sik’ álɩ ̄Kofí áhɔɩ.    
        sikásikásikásiká        áááá----llllɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄           KofíKofíKofíKofí    aaaa----hhhhɔɩɔɩɔɩɔɩ    
        Money SM-be.at Kofi CM-hand 
  ‘Kofi has money.’ 
 
The verb llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’ has two alternate lexemes, mámámámá ‘be.at:NEG’ which is used for 
negation and a non-present locative verb zazazaza ‘be.at:NPRES’. These are illustrated in 
(35) and (36) respectively. The sentence in (36) is taken from a Frog Story 
narration (Mayer (1969)). 
 
35.  Kofí ámā ’uvūnɩm̄́.    
        KofíKofíKofíKofí    áááá----māmāmāmā                búbúbúbú----vūvūvūvū            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ 
  Kofi SM-be.at:NEG CM-room  DEF inside 
  ‘Kofi is not in the room.’ 
 
36.  Anʊv́ɔń̄ nɩ y’ɔb́hɩalɩ ́baláza bʊpá trúkpóɩḿ 
  aaaa----nnnnʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́vvvvɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩɩɩɩ        yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ɔɔɔɔ----bhbhbhbhɩɩɩɩaaaa----alalalalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   bábábábá----zazazaza     
  CM-child DEF CONJ 3SG CM-friend-PL 3PL SM-be.at:NPRES  
  bbbbʊʊʊʊ----ppppáááá            trutrutrutru----kpókpókpókpó    kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ 
  CM-house  AM-one inside 
  ‘The child and his friends were in the same house.’ (FS) 
 
The verb llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’ is thus used to localise a figure be it animate or inanimate where 
the Figure is subject. The verb has two lexical alternants, one for negative 
existence and the other for non-present location. The verb is also involved in the 
expression of existence (see section 6.3) showing that Tafi is another language in 
which location, possession and existence are intimately linked (Clark 1978). 
Interestingly, the Ewe verb lelelele ‘be.at:PRES’ also has a non-present locative 
alternant nnnnɔɔɔɔ    ‘be.at:NPRES’ as well as arguably an existential alternant li li li li ‘exist’. 
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6.6.1.1.2    tsirítsirítsirítsirí ‘be.on’   

tsirítsirítsirítsirí ‘be.on’ is a contact support verb which is used to describe situations in which 
the Figure is in contact with the supporting surface, for instance, a ‘cup on a table’ 
(TPRS 1) as in (24b) above, repeated here as (37) for convenience. 
 
37.  Kɔṕʊń étsirí kplɔ̃ňíábhā.    
        kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔṕpppʊʊʊʊ        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       éééé----tsirítsirítsirítsirí        kplkplkplkplɔ̃̌ɔ̃̌ɔ̃̌ɔ̃ ̌   nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kábhākábhākábhākábhā 
  CM-cup DEF SM-be.on table DEF top 
  ‘The cup is on the table.’  (TRPS 1) 
 
This verb is also used to describe figures firmly attached to the reference object 
such as a ‘stamp on a letter’ (TPRS 3), a ‘head (embossed) on a stamp’ (TRPS 28) 
as well as a man standing on a roof (TRPS 34). These are illustrated in (38a) - 
(38c) respectively. Another type of situation in which tsirí tsirí tsirí tsirí ‘be.on’ is used is one in 
which the Figure is an adornment and the Ground is the body as illustrated in 
(38d). In each case, the appropriate postposition is used to indicate the place/region 
of the reference object. In (38c) however, the postposition is omitted as the search 
domain information can be deduced from the verb. 
 
38a. Stámpuń étsirí pépa okotokúnɩá́bhā.    
  stámpustámpustámpustámpu    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       éééé----tsirítsirítsirítsirí            pépapépapépapépa    oooo----kotokúkotokúkotokúkotokú        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kábhākábhākábhākábhā    
  stamp  DEF SM-be.on  paper CM-pocket DEF top 
  ‘The stamp is on the envelope.’  (TRPS 3) 
 
38b. Anɔtɩt́ãń́ étsirí stámpunɩá́bhā. 
        aaaa----nnnnɔɔɔɔttttɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩt́ã́tã́tã́tã ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       éééé----tsirítsirítsirítsirí        stámpustámpustámpustámpu    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kabhākabhākabhākabhā    
  CM-picture DEF SM-be.on stamp  DEF top 
  ‘The drawing is on the stamp.’  (TRPS 28) 
 
38c. Ányɩń́ étsirí ovutɔ.́    
  áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       éééé----ttttsirísirísirísirí        oooo----vutvutvutvutɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́
  CM-man DEF SM-be.on CM-roof 
  ‘The man is on a roof.’  (TRPS 34) 
 
38d. Kikutúń ítsirí ányɩń́ ádánɩm̄́.    
  kikikiki----kutúkutúkutúkutú    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           kíkíkíkí----tsirítsirítsirítsirí        aaaa----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           áááá----dádádádá                nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ 
  CM-hat DEF SM-be.on CM-man DEF CM-top.of.head DEF inside 
  ‘The hat is on (top of) the man’s head.’  (TRPS 5) 
 
The verb is thus used to talk about spatial situations involving contact and support 
relation between a figure and a ground. 
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6.6.1.1.3    kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́‘be.in’ 

kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́‘be.in’ is used to express containment. This verb is used to localize animate 
or inanimate entities which are movable or immovable such as a ‘fruit in a bowl’ 
(TRPS 2) or ‘a house within a fence’ (TRPS 60). The sentence in (39) is an answer 
to the question ‘where is the house?’ in relation to the spatial scene in TRPS 60 
depicting house in fence. 
 
39.  Bʊpá nɩ ́kpasɩ ́bʊkánɩḿ.    
        bbbbʊʊʊʊ----pápápápá            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       bbbbʊʊʊʊ----kákákáká            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ 

 CM-house  DEF  be.in  CM-fence  DEF inside 
  ‘The house is inside the fence.’  (TRPS 60) 
 
In sentence (39), the Figure, which is the house, is enclosed in the reference object, 
i.e., the fence, and no part of the house is touching the fence. 
 
kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘be.in’ is also used to describe for example, a ‘foot in shoe’ (TRPS 21) as 
illustrated in the sentence in (40a). 
 
40a. Afʊkpǎń ákpasɩ ́ɔtsrǐ. 
  aaaa----ffffʊʊʊʊkpǎkpǎkpǎkpǎ    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   ɔɔɔɔ----tsrǐtsrǐtsrǐtsrǐ    
  CM-shoe DEF SM-be.in SM-foot 
  ‘The foot is in a shoe.’  (TRPS 21) 
 
The Figure-Ground relation for this scenario can be reversed and interestingly, as 
afafafafʊʊʊʊkpǎkpǎkpǎkpǎ ‘shoe’ is not a body-part, the postposition kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ ‘inside’ is used to indicate 
the part of the reference object where the Figure is located. 
 
40b. Ɔtsrɩń̌ ɔkpasɩ ́afʊkpǎnɩm̄́. 
  ɔɔɔɔ----tsrtsrtsrtsrɩ ̌ɩ ̌ɩ ̌ɩ ̌       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   aaaa----ffffʊʊʊʊkpǎkpǎkpǎkpǎ    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ    
        CM-foot DEF SM-be.in CM-shoe DEF inside 
  ‘The foot is in the shoe.’ 
   
Negative spaces or damages (see Levinson & Wilkins 2006b:516) which are 
perceived to be contained in the reference object are also described with this verb. 
For example, 
 
41.  Oziń ɔḱpasɩ ́kávlɔn̄ɩm̄́. 
  oooo----zizizizi        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   kákákáká----vlvlvlvlɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄           nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ    
  CM-hole DEF SM-be.in CM-towel  DEF inside 
  ‘The hole is in the towel.’ (TRPS 18) 
 
Moreover, animate Figures which are located in contained regions are localised 
with kpasí kpasí kpasí kpasí ‘be.in’. Thus, it is used to describe a ‘fish in a bowl’ (TRPS 32), a dog 
in a kennel (TRPS 71) or a human being in a room. 
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42.  Kakudzɔgɛń̌ ákpasɩ ́kalɩ ’uvunɩm̄́. 
  kakakaka----kudzkudzkudzkudzɔɔɔɔggggɛ̌ɛ ̌ɛ ̌ɛ ̌   nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kakakaka----kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   kalkalkalkalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       búbúbúbú----vūvūvūvū            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ 
  CM-dog  DEF SM-be.in 3SG.IND CM-house  DEF inside 
  ‘The dog is in its house.’  (TRPS 71) 
 
In most of the situations described so far, the locative verb kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘be.in’ is used 
followed by a postpositional phrase which is made up of an NP referring to the 
Ground and the postposition kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ    ‘in/inside’. This postposition specifies the search 
domain, i.e., the specific part of the Ground where the Figure is located. 
 
This containment verb kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́‘be.in’ is also used to describe spatial scenes in which 
the reference object is not a prototypical container such as a ‘ball under chair’ 
(TRPS 16), a spoon under napkin’ (TRPS 24) and a ‘handle on door’ (TRPS 61) as 
shown in (43). In situations like those represented in (43), different types of 
postpositions are employed to show the location where the Figure is contained.  
 
43a. Bɔĺuń ákpasɩ ́kadangóníésí. 
  bbbbɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔĺulululu    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   kakakaka----dangódangódangódangó    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kekekeke....sísísísí    
  ball DEF SM-be.in CM-chair DEF under 
  ‘The ball is under the chair.’  (TRPS 16) 
 
43b. Kékēń ákpasɩ ́opúpúńíshú. 
  kékékéké----kēkēkēkē            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kákákáká----kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   oooo----púpúpúpúpúpúpúpú        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       shúshúshúshú 
  CM-handle DEF SM-be.in CM-door DEF surface 
  ‘The handle is on the door’.  (TRPS 61) 
 
In (43), for example, the verb kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́‘be.in’ is used to represent a scene in which a 
Figure ‘ball’ (43a) or ‘handle’ (43b) is located in an open space or on a door and 
the postposition kesíkesíkesíkesí ‘under’ or shúshúshúshú ‘surface’ is, respectively, used to indicate the 
specific part of the chair or door where the ball or handle is located. Thus, speakers 
who use kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́‘be.in’ to describe these spatial scenes construe the space under the 
chair or the door as a sort of container for the ball or handle whereas those who 
construed the space under the chair or the door as just a place (as opposed to 
container) where the ball or handle is located used llllɩɩɩɩ ‘be.at’.  
 
Another context in which kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘be.in’ is also used is where the Figure is an 
adornment and the Ground is a part of the body as in a ‘ring on finger’ (TRPS 10), 
a ‘shoe on foot’ (TRPS 21) and a ‘necklace on neck’ (TRPS 51). Hence, 
adornments and clothing on the body are considered as containment i.e., the Figure 
is presumed as contained. This containment feature of the verb is perceived as 
signalling the location of the Figure (i.e., ring, shoe or necklace) in relation to the 
reference object (i.e., finger, foot or neck) (Ameka 2007). Contrary to what 
happens in Ewe where, for all clothing and adornment scenes, the (human) 
possessor of a body-part on which the Figure is located needs to be expressed (see 
Ameka and Essegbey 2006), in Tafi, the possessor may be left unexpressed as 
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shown in the examples below. If left out it is the general location as characteristic 
of a thing. Example (40a) is repeated here as (44b). 
 
44a. Kɩśɩǵbɛń́ ɩḱpasɩ ’ɩwɛń́. 
  kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---ssssɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩǵbgbgbgbɛ́ɛ ́ɛ ́ɛ ́   nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   kkkkɩɩɩɩ----wwwwɛ̌ɛ ̌ɛ ̌ɛ ̌           nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-ring DEF SM-be.in CM-finger DEF 
  ‘The ring is on the finger.’  (TRPS 10) 
 
44b. Afʊkpǎń ákpasɩ ́ɔtsrǐ. 
  aaaa----ffffʊʊʊʊkpǎkpǎkpǎkpǎ    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   ɔɔɔɔ----tsrǐtsrǐtsrǐtsrǐ    
  CM-shoe DEF SM-be.in SM-leg 
  ‘The foot is in a shoe.’ (lit. ‘The shoe is in a leg’)  (TRPS 21) 
 
44c. Oliehuiń ɔḱpasɩ ́(a-dzɩń̄) ólí. 
  oooo----liehuiliehuiliehuiliehui        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   (a(a(a(a----dzdzdzdzɩɩɩɩ         nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ)́)))            oooo----lílílílí 
  CM-necklace DEF SM-be.in (CM-woman DEF) CM-neck 
  ‘The necklace is on the (woman’s) neck.’  (TRPS 51) 
 
KpasKpasKpasKpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘be.in’ is also used in situations involving part-whole relations, that is, 
relations in which the Figure is part of the Ground such as fruits on a tree. This is 
illustrated by the example in (45). 
 
45.  Iseyuyuń íkpasɩ ́osíním̄.    
        iiii----seyuyuseyuyuseyuyuseyuyu        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       íííí----kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       oooo----sísísísí        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ        
  CM.PL-fruit DEF SM-be.in  CM-tree DEF inside 
  ‘The fruits are    on the tree.’ (lit. ‘The fruits are    in the tree.’)  (TRPS 45) 
 
KpasKpasKpasKpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘be.in’ can be used intransitively as in answer to questions asked about the 
health of people during greetings as in (46b). 
 
46a. W’adzyalɩ̂̂ ̂̂????    
        wwwwɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       áááá----dzyādzyādzyādzyā----alalalalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́    
     2SG CM-brother-PL 
  ‘How are your brothers?’  (lit. ‘Your brothers?’) 
    
46b. Bákpasɩ.́47    
        bábábábá----kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
        3PL-be.in 
  ‘They are well.’ 
 

                                           
 
47 Usually, when kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘be.in’ is used in a response to questions about someone’s health, 
most speakers drop the subject NP.  
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In this case, it is perhaps being used as a general locative rather than as a 
containment verb.  

6.6.1.1.4    búnbúnbúnbúnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄‘be.near’ 

búnbúnbúnbúnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄ ‘be.near’ is a propinquity verb mainly used for human Figures. It is used to 
describe a locative scene involving a ‘boy sitting near fire’ (TPRS 38) as illustrated 
in (47). 
 
47.  Ányɩńʊ́vɔɛ̄ń̄ ébúnɔ ̄kifúń. 
  áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́vvvvɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄   nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           éééé----búnbúnbúnbúnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄           kikikiki----fúfúfúfú        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́
  CM-boy  DEF SM-be.near CM-fire DEF 
  ‘The boy is near fire.’  (TRPS 38) 
 
Other responses elicited with respect to the scene with a ‘boy sitting near fire’ have 
verbs such as lí lí lí lí ‘be.positioned’ and the posture verb dzídzídzídzí ‘be.located on base’. 
  

6.6.1.2   Positional verbs    

Positional verbs code information about the Figure’s posture or disposition with 
respect to the ground, e.g., squat, hang etc. 

6.6.1.2.1    The verb lílílílí ‘be.positioned’  

The verb lí lí lí lí ‘be.positioned’ is used to describe both animate and inanimate Figures 
in a standing, sitting or lying position. Examples of such Figures are human beings, 
animals, buildings and trees. This verb is used to describe scenes involving a ‘dog 
near its kennel’ (TRPS 6), a ‘ball under chair’ (TRPS 16), a ‘cat on mat’ (TRPS 
40), a ‘bottle lying on tree stump’ (PSPV 26), a ‘ball on ground’ (PSPV 7) and 
‘beans on ground’ (PSPV 11) among others. 
 
48a. Kakudzɔgɛń̌ élí kalɩ ́’ugbleń ɔb́hā.    
  kakakaka----kudzkudzkudzkudzɔɔɔɔggggɛ̌ɛ ̌ɛ ̌ɛ ̌   nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kékékéké----lílílílí                    kalkalkalkalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       bubububu----gblegblegblegble        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ 
  CM-dog  DEF SM-be.positioned 3SG.IND CM-kennel DEF 
     ɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔb́hābhābhābhā    
        near 
  ‘The dog is near its house.’  (TRPS 71) 
 
48b. Ayǐń élí 'ésúkpá. 
  aaaa----yǐyǐyǐyǐ                nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       éééé----lílílílí                        kekekeke----sukpásukpásukpásukpá 
  CM.PL-beans  DEF  SM-be.positioned CM-ground 
  ‘The beans are on the ground.’  (PSPV 11) 
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6.6.1.2.2    dzídzídzídzí ‘be.located.on.base’ 

The locative verb dzídzídzídzí ‘be.located.on.base’ is used to describe Figures whose base is 
supported from below by a surface. For instance, it is used to describe humans in 
sitting posture, trees in standing position, sticks or poles that are erected such as 
‘poles fixed in the ground’ (PSPV 20) and also for animal Figures such as a ‘cat 
(on its hind) under table’ (TRPS 31) or a ‘cat sitting on mat’ (TRPS 40). The 
following are examples. Sentence (49a) was given as a response in describing a 
‘cat sitting on a mat’ whereas sentence (49b) was used to describe a ‘tree in front 
of church’ (TRPS 49). 
 
49a. Adzyramʊáń édzí opútsóníábhā. 
  aaaa----dzyramdzyramdzyramdzyramʊʊʊʊáááá    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       éééé----dzídzídzídzí                        oooo----pútsópútsópútsópútsó    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kábhākábhākábhākábhā    
  CM-cat  DEF SM-be.located.on.base  CM-mat DEF top 
  ‘The cat is on the mat.’  (TRPS 40) 
 
49b. Osíń ódzí bʊ́sɔlɩ ’uvū otúgba. 
  o----sísísísí        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       óóóó----dzídzídzídzí                        bbbbʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́----ssssɔɔɔɔllllɩɩɩɩ            búbúbúbú----vūvūvūvū        
  CM-tree DEF  SM-be.located.on.base CM-worship CM-house      
        otúgbaotúgbaotúgbaotúgba 
  in.front.of 
  ‘The tree stands in front of a church.’  (TRPS 49) 

6.6.1.2.3    ssssɔɔɔɔmmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘hang’ 

The verb ssssɔɔɔɔmmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘hang’ is used to talk about Figures which are attached to their 
reference objects by suspension. Thus, the Figure is attached at the highest part and 
lacks support from below. This verb is used to describe a ‘coat on a hook’ (TRPS 
9), ‘dresses on a drying line’ (TRPS 37), a ‘picture on a wall’ (TRPS 44), a ‘flag 
hoisted’ (TRPS 56), a ‘rope hanging from a tree’ (TRPS 33) or a ‘cloth dangling 
from a tree’ (PSPV 59). The sentence in (50a) is a response to the question ‘where 
is the coat?’ in relation to the depiction in TRPS 9. In this sentence, the Figure 
(awiawiawiawi) is attached at a point to the reference object (ɔɖɔɖɔɖɔɖáááá) and this is emphasised by 
the use of the postposition shúshúshúshú ‘surface’.  
 
50a. Awiń ásɔmɩ ́ɔɖáníshú. 
  aaaa----wiwiwiwi            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----ssssɔɔɔɔmmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ɔɔɔɔ----ɖɖɖɖáááá        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       shúshúshúshú 
  CM-garment DEF  SM-hang CM-metal DEF surface 
  ‘The coat hangs on the metal.’  (TRPS 9) 
 
The use of the verb ssssɔɔɔɔmmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   is not restricted to relations of attachment to a single 
point nor to dangling objects since it was used for describing a ‘telephone fixed to 
a wall’ (TRPS 25) as in (50b). Some speakers chose to use the verb tsirítsirítsirítsirí ‘be.on’ for 
the same scenario. 
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50b. Fônń ásɔmɩ ́kidrińíshú. 
  fônfônfônfôn        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́  áááá----ssssɔɔɔɔmmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kikikiki----dridridridri        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       shúshúshúshú    
     Phone DEF SM-hang CM-wall DEF surface 
  ‘The phone hangs on the wall.’  (TRPS 25) 
 
There are instances where the verb ssssɔɔɔɔmmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́is used but there is no contact between the 
Figure and the reference object such that the Figure is located above the reference 
object as shown in (51) which was given as a description of a ‘lamp above a table’ 
(TRPS 13). In this case, adaadaadaada ‘top.of.head’    is used to indicate that the lamp is above 
the table. 
 
51.  Kifúń ísɔmɩ ́kplɔ̃ń̌ ádáním̄. 
  kikikiki----fúfúfúfú        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kíkíkíkí----ssssɔɔɔɔmmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   kplkplkplkplɔ̃̌ɔ̃̌ɔ̃̌ɔ̃ ̌   nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----dádádádá                nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ 
  CM-lamp DEF  SM-hang table DEF CM-top.of.head DEF inside 
  ‘The lamp is above the table.’  (TRPS 13) 

6.6.1.2.4    kpaplkpaplkpaplkpaplɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄‘lean.against’ 

The verb kpaplkpaplkpaplkpaplɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄‘lean.against’ is used to characterise locative relations involving 
a leaning position. In this case, the Figure does not stand straight and it is only in 
contact with the reference object at the upper part and it is supported at another 
point external to the reference object but orthogonal to it. Such Figures have to be 
in a rigid and solid state (Ameka 2007). kpaplkpaplkpaplkpaplɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄‘lean.against’ is used during the 
elicitation for this study to describe locative scenes including a ‘ladder against a 
wall’ (TRPS 58), a ‘stick against a tree’ (PSPV 1) and ‘five tubers of cassava 
against a tree stump’ (PSPV 28). 
 
52a. Kédéńgléń ákpaplɩńɔ ̄kidriń. 
  kékékéké----déńglédéńglédéńglédéńglé        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kákákáká----kpaplkpaplkpaplkpaplɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄           kikikiki----dridridridri        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́
  CM-Ladder DEF SM-lean.against        CM----wall DEF 
  ‘The ladder is leaning against the wall.’  (TRPS 58) 
 
52b. Agbeɖiń ákpaplɩńɔ ̄kesukpogunuń. 
  aaaa----gbegbegbegbeɖɖɖɖiiii        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           áááá----kpaplkpaplkpaplkpaplɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄           kekekeke----sukpogunusukpogunusukpogunusukpogunu        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́
  CM-cassava DEF SM-lean.against CM-tree.stump DEF 
  ‘The tubers of cassava are leaning against the tree stump.’  (PSPV 28) 
 
As illustrated in the sentences in (52), the verb kpaplkpaplkpaplkpaplɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄‘lean.against’ does not take 
a postpositional complement. This is due to the fact that the search domain is 
inferable from the verb so it is redundant. 
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6.6.1.2.5                bbbbʊʊʊʊbbbbɔɔɔɔ ‘squat’  

The verb bbbbʊʊʊʊbbbbɔɔɔɔ ‘bend, squat’, which appears to have been borrowed from Ewe bbbbɔɔɔɔbbbbɔɔɔɔ 
‘bend down’, is used to characterise Figures which are in squatting or crouching 
position. This verb was used to describe a ‘boy behind a chair’ in a squatting 
position (TRPS 64) as shown in example (53) which is a repetition of example 
(28). 
 
53.  Anʊv́ɔń̄ ábʊbɔ nɩ ́kegbuniede. 
  aaaa----nnnnʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́vvvvɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----bbbbʊʊʊʊbbbbɔɔɔɔ        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kekekeke----gbugbugbugbu        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ke.deke.deke.deke.de    
  CM-child DEF SM-bend LOC CM-chair DEF behind 
  ‘The child squats behind the chair.’  (TRPS 64) 
 

6.6.1.3   Verb of adhesion 

There is one verb of adhesion which is used to code information about how a 
Figure is firmly attached to the ground and cannot be easily removed or separated 
from the Ground.  

6.6.1.3.1    tátátátá ‘be.fixed, be.pasted’ 

The verb tátátátá ‘be.fixed, be.pasted’ is used to characterise locative relationships in 
which the Figure is firmly attached to a reference object such that it cannot be 
easily removed. This verb is used to describe a ‘gum attached under table’ (TRPS 
53), ‘plaster on a leg’ (TRPS 35), ‘handle on door’ (TRPS 61) as well as ‘hooks in 
a wall’ (TRPS 50).  
 
54a. Plǎstań átá katsrʊkpɔ.́ 
  plǎstaplǎstaplǎstaplǎsta    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́               áááá----tá tá tá tá             kakakaka----tsrtsrtsrtsrʊʊʊʊkpkpkpkpɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́
  plaster DEF  SM-be.fixed CM-foot 
  ‘The plaster is fixed on the foot.’  (TRPS 35) 
 
54b. Behúkuń átá kidrińíshú. 
  bebebebe----hukuhukuhukuhuku        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----tátátátá            kikikiki----dridridridri        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       shúshúshúshú 
  CM.PL-hook DEF SM-be.fixed CM-wall DEF surface 
  ‘The hooks are fixed into the wall.’  (TRPS 50) 
 
tátátátá    ‘be.fixed, be.pasted’ can also be used in agentive constructions in which the 
verb has a caused locative reading as illustrated below. 
    
54c. Átá keplukpá nɩ ́kidriníshú.    
  áááá----tátátátá            kekekeke----plukpáplukpáplukpáplukpá        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kikikiki----dridridridri        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       shúshúshúshú 
  3SG-paste  CM-book  LOC CM-wall DEF surface 
  ‘S/he pasted a piece of paper on the wall.’ 
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6.6.1.4  Verbs of attachment 

These are verbs which code information about Figures which are loosely attached 
to the Ground. 

6.6.1.4.1                nyányányányá ‘be.tied’ 

The verb nyányányányá ‘be.tied’ is used in situations in which the Figure is tied around the 
reference object. The Figure has to be in contact with the reference object and it 
could be a rope, thread, bandage etc. This verb was used in a response with 
reference to a ‘ribbon on a candle’ (TRPS 4). 
 
55a. Ohuiń ɔnyá tsyéńdeń. 
  oooo----huihuihuihui        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ɔɔɔɔ----nyányányányá            tsyéńdetsyéńdetsyéńdetsyéńde    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-rope DEF SM-be.tied candle  DEF   
  ‘The rope is tied around the candle.’  (TRPS 4) 
 
The verb nyányányányá ‘be.tied’ can also occur in an agentive transitive construction. This 
structure has a caused locative reading as shown in (55b).  
 
55b. Adzɩn̄ anyá yɩ ’ɩtɔkputɩḱā. 
        aaaa----dzdzdzdzɩɩɩɩ             nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----nyányányányá        yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩ----ttttɔɔɔɔkputkputkputkputɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩḱākākākā 
  CM-woman DEF SM-tie  3SG CM-hair 
  ‘The woman has plaited her hair.’  
 
The difference between (55a) and (55b) is that the sentence in (55a) describes the 
resultant state occurring due to a prior action, namely, the rope having been tied 
around the candle whereas the construction in (55b) describes the action of the 
woman. 

6.6.1.4.2             mmmmɩɩɩɩnananana ‘be.around’ 

The verb mmmmɩɩɩɩna na na na ‘be.around’ is used for Figures that are around the reference object 
such that the Figure is in contact with the reference object. This verb was used to 
describe a ‘rope around a tree stump’ (TRPS 55) as shown in (56). 
    
56.  Ohuiń ɔḿɩna kesukpogunuń. 
        oooo----huihuihuihui        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           ɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---mmmmɩɩɩɩnananana                kekekeke----sukpogunusukpogunusukpogunusukpogunu        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-rope DEF SM-be.around CM-tree.stump DEF 
  ‘The rope is around the tree stump.’  (TRPS 55) 
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6.6.1.4.3                kanakanakanakana ‘surround, go.around’ 

kanakanakanakana ‘surround, go.around’ is an active verb used to describe situations in which 
the Figure is around or goes round the reference object. The Figure may or may 
not be in contact with the reference object such as a ‘fence around a house’ (TRPS 
15), a ‘rope around a tree stump’ (TRPS 55) or a ‘rope around a stone’ (PSPV 15). 
The sentences in (57) are responses to the “where-search” question about a ‘rope 
around a stone’ (PSPV 15) and a ‘fence around a house’ (TRPS 15). 
 
57a. Ohuiń ɔḱana kɩklangbu. 
  oooo----huihuihuihui        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           ɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---kanakanakanakana                kkkkɩɩɩɩ----klangbuklangbuklangbuklangbu    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-rope DEF SM-go.around CM-stone  DEF 
  ‘The rope is around the stone.’  (PSPV 15) 
 
57b. Bʊká nɩ ́kana bʊpáń. 
  bbbbʊʊʊʊ----kákákáká            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kanakanakanakana            bbbbʊʊʊʊ----pápápápá            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-fence  DEF go.around  CM-house  DEF 
  ‘The fence is around the house.’  (TRPS 15) 
  
Some speakers also used the verb kanakanakanakana as the second verb in an SVC to describe 
the scene with a ‘fence around a house’ (TRPS 15).  
 
57c. Bʊká nɩ ́lí kana bʊpáń. 
  bbbbʊʊʊʊ----kákákáká            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       lílílílí                    kanakanakanakana            bbbbʊʊʊʊ----pápápápá            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-fence  DEF be.positioned  go.around  CM-house  DEF 
  ‘The fence is around the house.’  (TRPS 15) 

6.6.1.4.4                dadadada ‘be.covered’ 

The verb dadadada ‘be.covered’ is used to describe situations in which the Figure is 
spread over the reference object or attached to the reference object tightly or 
loosely. In the elicitation task, dadadada ‘be.covered’ is used to describe scenes such as a 
‘cloth covering a table’ (TRPS 29) and a ‘cork in a bottle’ (TRPS 62) as illustrated 
below. 
 
58a. Kplɔ̃ɩ̌á́bhɛp̄ɔtɩń́ ’ɩd́a kplɔ̃.̌ 
  kplkplkplkplɔ̌ɔ̌ɔ̌ɔ ̌   kábhākábhākábhākábhā        kkkkɩɩɩɩ----ppppɔɔɔɔttttɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---da da da da                 kplkplkplkplɔ̃̌ɔ̃̌ɔ̃̌ɔ̃ ̌
  table top   CM-cloth DEF SM-be.covered table 
  ‘The table-cloth covers the table.’  (TRPS 29) 
 
58b. Kɔḱɩń áda tʊmpáń ’únú. 
  kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔḱkkkɩɩɩɩ    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----da da da da                 ttttʊʊʊʊmpámpámpámpá    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       bubububu....núnúnúnú 
  cork DEF SM-be.covered bottle DEF mouth 
  ‘The cork covers the bottle.’  (TRPS 62) 
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dadadada ‘be.covered’ can also be used in agentive constructions to give a caused locative 
meaning. Thus, if someone covers a pot with a lid, it can be described as in (59a) 
involving a comitative prepositional phrase or with a take-SVC as in (59b). 
 
59a. Áda kitsikpǐ nɩ ádɩda. 
  áááá----da da da da             kikikiki----tsikpǐtsikpǐtsikpǐtsikpǐ    nnnnɩɩɩɩ        áááá----ddddɩɩɩɩdadadada    
  3SG-cover CM-pot COM CM-lid 
  ‘S/he covered the pot with a lid.’ 
 
59b. Áyɩḱɔ ádɩdań áda kitsikpǐń. 
  áááá----yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩḱkkkɔɔɔɔ        áááá----ddddɩɩɩɩdadadada        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----dadadada            kikikiki----tsikpǐtsikpǐtsikpǐtsikpǐ    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  3SG-take CM-lid DEF SM-cover  CM-pot DEF 
  S/he took a lid and covered the pot.’ 
 
In this section, the use and meaning of 13 verbs available to speakers of Tafi for 
spatial descriptions have been discussed. Tafi has been shown to be a multiverb 
language, i.e., a language that uses a comparatively large set of verbs in the Basic 
Locative Construction (BLC). As we have seen in this section also, in addition to 
the BLC, there are two other main types of locative constructions that are used in 
response to the “where-search” question. The verb in all these constructions are 
obligatory whereas the postposition may be left out under certain conditions such 
as when the search domain is inherently locative or when it can be deduced from 
the meaning of the verb or from the noun referring to the reference object. One of 
the features of multiverb languages is that they tend to have only one (locative) 
preposition. Tafi also has just one locative preposition. 
 

6.76.76.76.7        Information structuring constructionsInformation structuring constructionsInformation structuring constructionsInformation structuring constructions    

The order of constituents in a basic clause can be rearranged for information 
packaging purposes. In Tafi, this involves preposing elements to the clause and 
fronting some clause constituents. The effect of these processes is the creation of 
three positions in the left periphery of the clause. Like in other Kwa languages 
(Ameka 2010), the leftmost position is filled by scene-setting topic constituents and 
left dislocated constituents typically marked by the topic marker nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ.́ The second 
leftmost position is for contrastive topics usually modified by intensifiers and the 
immediate position to the left of the subject is the focus position. While all the 
positions are not obligatorily present in a clause they can all be filled in one clause. 
(60a) schematically represents the extended basic clause structure while (60b) is an 
illustration of a clause with a fully expanded left periphery. 
 
60a. (Frame Topic) (Contrastive Topic) (Focus) Subject Verb (Dative Object) 

(Object1) (Adjunct) 
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60b. obóń nɩ ́mɩ tsyɩ ́fufuo mɩ ́baŋá 
  [oooo----bóńbóńbóńbóń        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ]́]]]        [m[m[m[mɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           tsytsytsytsyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ]́]]]    fufuófufuófufuófufuó    mmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           babababa----ŋáŋáŋáŋá    
        CM-today TOP 1SG.IND too  fufu 1SG.IND FUT-eat 
  ‘Today, I too, FUFU I will eat.’ 
 
There are distinct morpho-syntactic properties associated with the positions and the 
constructions in which they are involved. For instance, frame topics are marked by 
a topic marker and contrastive topics are signalled by intensifiers. These 
constructions are described in subsequent sections. 
 

6.7.1   Frame topic constructions 

Frame or scene-setting topics are the leftmost constituents in the left periphery of 
the clause. They provide the framework within which the rest of the clause is to be 
understood. They can be the entities which the clause is about or they may provide 
the temporal or locative setting for the situation characterised in the clause. The 
frame topics are optionally marked by the topic marker nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ.́ As is the case in Ga and 
Ewe, the topic marker is in a heterosemic relation with the definiteness marker (see 
Dakubu 1992, Ameka 1991). The definiteness marker and the topic marker can 
both occur on the same constituent (see (62b) for an example). A preposed frame 
topic in a simple sentence can be an NP, an adverbial phrase or a connective (see 
below). The topic marker is also used to mark preposed clauses in complex 
sentences that set the scene for the main clause, and it is also used to mark 
embedded relative clauses as background information to the rest of the clause (see 
Chapter 9 on Clause combinations). The topic marker can be doubled on a 
constituent (see 66a) and it can also be lengthened for emphasis (see 61c). 
 
Left dislocated arguments may be marked by the topic marker and referred to in 
the rest of the clause showing the relationship between the external topic and the 
rest of the clause. In (61a), the independent pronoun balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘3PL.IND’ representing 
the subject argument is left dislocated and it is cross-referenced on the verb with a 
subject marker in the rest of the clause.  In (61b) the numeral teteteteɖɖɖɖikpóikpóikpóikpó ‘one’ which 
occurs in the object position in the rest of the clause agrees with the external topic, 
bamboo. Similarly in (61c), the address term ‘Madam’ is preposed and represented 
in the rest of the clause with an agreeing pronoun in object position.  
 
61a. Balɩ xṹń nɩ ́badɩbá butsíníesíʔ. 
     balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       xṹńxṹńxṹńxṹń    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       babababa----ddddɩɩɩɩ----bábábábá                bubububu----tsítsítsítsí        níníníní        kekekeke....sísísísí    
  3PL.IND as.for TOP 3PL-NEG2-come  CM-death DEF under 
  ‘As for them, they did not come to the funeral.’ 
 
61b. Pamprǒ xṹń nɩ,́ óbotéŋúdzú teɖikpó kɔ ́idru tɩtá aloo tɩlɩ ̃.́ 
  pamprǒpamprǒpamprǒpamprǒ    xṹńxṹńxṹńxṹń    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       óóóó----bobobobo----téŋútéŋútéŋútéŋú----dzúdzúdzúdzú            tetetete----ɖɖɖɖikpóikpóikpóikpó    kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́           
  bamboo as.for TOP 2SG-FUT-can-erect AM-one DAT 
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  iiii----drudrudrudru                ttttɩɩɩɩ----tátátátá        alooalooalooaloo    ttttɩɩɩɩ----llllɩ ̃́ɩ ̃́ɩ ̃́ɩ ̃ ́   
  CM.PL-mound AM-three DISJ AM-four 
  ‘As for the bamboo sticks, you can erect one for about three or four yam 
  mounds.’  (Yam cultivation) 
 
61c. Madam nɩɩ́ ́ɩḿɔɛ ́’íshūīń. 48 
  MadamMadamMadamMadam    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---mmmmɔɔɔɔ        yíyíyíyí        kíshūīkíshūīkíshūīkíshūī    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
        Madam TOP 1SG-see 3SG Friday DEF 
  ‘Speaking of Madam, I saw her on Friday.’ 
 
61d. …so kɩňɩ ̌nɩ,́ kɩdaazhɩã̃ ̄sɩ ́bʊdayɩḱɔ kasɩ ́abrewa. 
  sosososo    kkkkɩ ̌ɩ ̌ɩ ̌ɩ-̌---nnnnɩ ̌ɩ ̌ɩ ̌ɩ ̌           nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩ----daadaadaadaa----zhzhzhzhɩ ̃ɩ ̃ɩ ̃ɩã̃̄ã̄ã̄ã ̄                   ssssɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́               
  so CM-PROX TOP 3SG-NEG:PSTPROG-need COMP   

bbbbʊʊʊʊ----dadadada----yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩḱkkkɔɔɔɔ  kaskaskaskasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   aaaa----brewabrewabrewabrewa    
  1PL-ITIVE-take  show CM-old.woman 
  ‘… so concerning this one, it was not necessary to seek counsel with (the) 
  old lady.’ (Butsiugu) 
 
Examples (61a), (61c) and (61d) also show that items that are inherently definite 
such as personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns and address terms can occur as 
topics and be marked by the form nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́‘TOP’. 
 
When an adjunct phrase such as a temporal noun phrase or a locative phrase is 
preposed to the clause, there is no anaphoric relation marker in the rest of the 
clause to it. There must be a relevance relation between them. Thus a temporal 
adjunct can occur juxtaposed to the subject of the clause representing the temporal 
frame for the interpretation of the rest of the clause. Consider the following 
examples: 
 
62a. Kɩṕā ɔwʊĺago bʊḱpɩ ́ɔkɔníésí. 
  kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩṕāpāpāpā        ɔɔɔɔwwwwʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́lagolagolagolago  bbbbʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́----kpkpkpkpɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           ɔɔɔɔ----kkkkɔɔɔɔ            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kesíkesíkesíkesí    
  Saturday evening 1PL-put.in CM-custom DEF under 
  ‘Saturday evening we start with the ceremony.’  
 
62b. Kɩṕā nɩ ́nɩ ́bʊ́wa kúnú, kwɛsrá bʊd́ɩ ́kúsɔlimɩ ɔńánī ’ɩẃalɔ. 
  [k[k[k[kɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩṕāpāpāpā        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       bbbbʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́----wawawawa        kúnúkúnúkúnúkúnú    ]]]]    [kw[kw[kw[kwɛɛɛɛsrásrásrásrá    bbbbʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́----ddddɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  Saturday DEF TOP 1PL-do funeral Sunday 1PL-attend 
  kúkúkúkú.s.s.s.sɔɔɔɔlimlimlimlimɩɩɩɩ            ɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---nánnánnánnánɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄           kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩẃalwalwalwalɔɔɔɔ]]]]    
  burial.service  2SG-reach Monday 
  ‘On Saturday, we perform (the) funeral rites, on Sunday, we attend the 
  burial service till Monday.’ (Butsiugu) 
 
                                           
 
48 The topic marker may sometimes be lengthened as in this sentence. 
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63.  …dén’ɔtsɔ̃ɔ́ ̃ ̄nɩ ́riɖiiɖi ɔd́ɔńánɩ ̄’ibe nɔ ̂n’íbe gɩ lɔb́a yɩkɩ kitukúń… 
  [dénīdénīdénīdénī    ɔɔɔɔtstststsɔ̃ɔ́ ̃̄ɔ̃ɔ́ ̃̄ɔ̃ɔ́ ̃̄ɔ̃ɔ́ ̃]̄]]]    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ririririɖɖɖɖiiiiiiiiɖɖɖɖiiii            ɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---ddddɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---nánnánnánnánɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄               kikikiki----bebebebe        nnnnɔ̂ɔ̂ɔ̂ɔ ̂   

from now TOP continuously 2SG-ITIVE-reach CM-time wh.ever 
 
nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kíkíkíkí----bebebebe        ggggɩɩɩɩ        llllɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---babababa----yyyyɩɩɩɩkkkkɩɩɩɩ                        kikikiki----tukutukutukutukú́ ́́    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
DEF CM-time REL 1PL.DEP-VENT-receive CM-load DEF 
‘… from now until whenever we receive the load.’ (load = corpse) 
                   (Butsiugū) 

 
The frame topic phrases in the examples in (62) are temporal phrases with similar 
reference; in (62a) the temporal noun phrase is not marked for definiteness nor is 
the topic marker used. In (62b) however, the temporal noun is definitised and then 
marked as topic. This example shows that the definiteness marker and the topic 
marker can co-occur on the same constituent. Example (63) illustrates the 
preposing of a temporal phrase made up of a preposition and temporal nominal. 
Note that the preposition is pied-piped with it. 
 
Locative prepositional phrases can also occur in the scene setting topic position. In 
the examples below, the preposition is pied-piped with its complement and 
preposed to the clause to indicate the place where the event described in the rest of 
the clause occurs; in (64a) it is the market and in (64b) it is the school. 
 
64a. Nɩ ́kedzinɩm̄́ nɩ,́ Ám’edzí bladzyō. 
  [n[n[n[nɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kekekeke----dzidzidzidzi            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   ]]]]    ÁmāÁmāÁmāÁmā    eeee----dzídzídzídzí        bladzyōbladzyōbladzyōbladzyō    
  LOC CM-market DEF inside  TOP Ámā SM-buy plantain 
  ‘In the market, Ama bought plantain.’ 
 
64b. Nɩ ́suku nɩ,́ Agoé átsánɩ ̄Mensah. 
  [n[n[n[nɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           sukusukusukusuku            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ]]]]    AgoéAgoéAgoéAgoé    áááá----tsátsátsátsá----nnnnɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄               MensahMensahMensahMensah    
  LOC school  TOP Agoé SM-meet-COM Mensah 
  ‘At the school, Agoe met Mensah.’ 
 
In some cases where the complement of a locative prepositional phrase is preposed, 
the preposition may be elided. This is the case in the following example where a 
complex postpositional phrase is preposed to the clause and there is nothing in the 
rest of the clause referring back to the constituent the utterance is about. 
  
65.  Olizatɔ ́ónúgbúím̄ lʊ́lɔ̃ńɩḿɩ ̄ebúítibúí edekóéyī. 
  oooo----lizatlizatlizatlizatɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́   oooo----nugbunugbunugbunugbu        kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ    llllʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́----llllɔ̃́ɔ̃́ɔ̃́ɔ̃ ́           nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ    
  CM-dawn CM-mouth inside RED-smell DEF inside  
  eeee----búítibúíbúítibúíbúítibúíbúítibúí                        eeee----dededede----kóéyīkóéyīkóéyīkóéyī    
  CM.PL-word.of.wisdom  SM-ITIVE-exit 
  ‘Out of the smelly mouth of early dawn good counsel flows.’ 

(Proverb #12) 
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Thus when locative prepositional phrases are preposed to the clause, the 
preposition may either be pied-piped with its complement or it may be elided. 
There is nothing in the rest of the clause that will be coreferential to this initial 
phrase. 
 
Connectives can also occur in the frame topic slot. The examples in (66) illustrate 
this. (66a) also shows that the topic marker can be doubled on one constituent. 
 
66a. … so nɩ ́nɩ ́badɩgɔ ’ɛd́ɔŋ̄ɩŋ́áń kɔ ́gbaxãĺɩ ̃ʔ̄. 
  sosososo    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       babababa----ddddɩɩɩɩ----ggggɔɔɔɔ                kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---ddddɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔŋ̄ŋŋŋɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩŋ́áŋáŋáŋá    nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       gbaxãĺgbaxãĺgbaxãĺgbaxãĺɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃ ̄   
  so TOP TOP 3PL-NEG2-leave  CM-food DEF DAT striped.mouse 

‘… for that reason, they did not leave any food for striped mouse.’ 
                     (Gbaxãĺɩ ̃)̄ 
 
66b. Alasɩ ́nɩ ́élē otroeleté ovutɔ ́nɩ ́nɩ ́bétítsú ɔlɩ ́’ífú bʊpʊɩ lápʊɩ ɔlɩʔ́. 
  alasalasalasalasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       éééélēlēlēlē        oooo----trotrotrotro....eletéeletéeletéeleté            oooo----vutvutvutvutɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  because TOP CFM CM-lie.owner  CM-roof DEF TOP  
  bébébébé----títítítí----tsútsútsútsú            ɔɔɔɔllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kíkíkíkí----fúfúfúfú        bbbbʊʊʊʊ----ppppʊɩʊɩʊɩʊɩ            lálálálá----ppppʊɩʊɩʊɩʊɩ                ɔɔɔɔllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  3PL-NEG1-set 3SG CM-fire CM-scatter 3PL.DEP-scatter 3SG 
  ‘The reason is that the roof of a dishonest man’s hut is never burnt, it is 
  dismantled piece by piece.’  (Gbaxãĺɩ ̃)̄ 
 

6.7.2   Contrastive topic constructions 

The second position in the left periphery is the contrastive topic position. In 
examples (61a) and (61b) we have contrastive topics marked by the intensifier xṹńxṹńxṹńxṹń 
‘as for’ and marked by the frame topic marker. We also saw in (60b) that a frame 
topic constituent and a contrastive topic constituent can be different. The main 
thing about the contrastive topics is that the dimension of the contrast is signalled 
by an intensifier (see Chapter 4 on noun phrases and nominal modifiers). 
Typically, the discourse elements that are so marked are presupposed. Examine the 
following discourse fragments. 
  
67a. Balɩ ́xṹń étínyí ásɩ ́nɩ ́kánā sãh́wɩ ̃ ̄édékpú kɔ ́álɩ ́énú bal’enyí gɩ le klúʔ. 
  balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       xṹńxṹńxṹńxṹń    bébébébé----títítítí----nyínyínyínyí                bábábábá----ssssɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kákákáká----nānānānā            
  3PL.IND as.for 3PL-NEG1-know SM-COMP TOP CM-manner 
  sãh́wsãh́wsãh́wsãh́wɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃ ̄           éééé----dédédédé----kpukpukpukpu            kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   éééé----nnnnúúúú        balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       
  CM-spider SM-ITIVE-hide DAT 3PL 3SG-hear 3PL.IND  
  eeee----nyínyínyínyí            ggggɩɩɩɩ        lelelele----klúklúklúklú    
  CM.PL-name REL 3PL.DEP-call 
  ‘As for them, they did not know that spider was hiding from them and had  
  heard the names they mentioned.’ (Sãh́wɩ ̃)̄ 
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67b. Kásãlã bõ̌ŋ ́ébuso aábá o. 
  kákákáká----sãlãsãlãsãlãsãlã            bõŋ̌́bõŋ̌́bõŋ̌́bõŋ̌́    éééé----busobusobusobuso            aaaa----áááá----bábábábá                        oooo    
  CM-tortoise rather SM-do.first 3SG-PRSPROG-come UFP 
  ‘Tortoise is rather the one who is arriving Zrst.’ (Kásãlã) 
 
67c. Balɩ tsy’etsiré lɔ sɩ ́nɩ ́ɔwashui bavʊbɔ ́anɔ békē ko nɩ ́ká báwa kúnú zi ɖeká. 
  balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       tsytsytsytsyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   bebebebe----tsirétsirétsirétsiré    blblblblɔ̌ɔ̌ɔ̌ɔ ̌       ssssɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ɔɔɔɔwashuiwashuiwashuiwashui    babababa----vvvvʊʊʊʊbbbbɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́   
  3PL.IND too  SM-tell 1PL COMP  TOP tuesday 3PL-bury 
  aaaa----nnnnɔɔɔɔ             békēbékēbékēbékē        kokokoko        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kákákáká        bábábábá----wawawawa        kúnúkúnúkúnúkúnú                
  CM-person COMPL just TOP then 3PL-do funeral.rites  
  zizizizi        ɖɖɖɖekáekáekáeká 

times one 
  ‘They too said that on Tuesday after burying the person, they will perform 
  the funeral rites at once.’ 
 
67d. … sãh́wɩ ̃ ̄tsyɩ ́évu alɔ ́ádákpasɩ ́kɩmanɩmɩ ééyu ’ívú plɩńɔ ̄bekusi edziniń. 
  [[[[sãh́wsãh́wsãh́wsãh́wɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃ ̄   tsytsytsytsyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   éééé----vuvuvuvu        aaaa----llllɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́           áááá----dádádádá----kpaskpaskpaskpasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           kkkkɩɩɩɩ----mamamama    
  spider too  SM-catch SM-get.up  SM-ITIVE-be.in CM-dancing.ring 
  nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ    éééé----éééé----yúyúyúyú                        kikikiki----vuvuvuvu            plplplplɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩńnnnɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄   bebebebe----kusíkusíkusíkusí    
  DEF inside 3SG-PRSPROG-dance CM-dance  add CM.PL-chief 
  eeee----dzinidzinidzinidzini        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ]́]]]  

CM-wife  DEF 
 ‘… spider also got up he went inside the dancing ring dancing with the 
queens.’ (Sãh́wɩ ̃)̄ 

 
In the examples in (67) the contrastive topics marked by various intensifiers are 
used. It appears that the contrastive topic tends to be the subject of the clause and it 
is cross referenced on the verb. When some of the intensifiers that are more focal 
in their semantics, e.g. kokokoko ‘only’, are used to mark the preposed contrastive topic, 
they are treated morpho-syntactically like focus constructions. Thus, in (68a) the 
contrastive topic item is the subject argument in the clause. Because of this, there 
is an independent pronoun referring back to it and it is further cross-referenced on 
the verb by the appropriate subject marker. In (68b) also the contrastive topic kkkkú ú ú ú 
‘death’ bears an object relation in the clause and as it has been fronted and marked 
with kokokoko ‘only’, the subject pronoun is realised as the dependent form. In this 
example also, a postverbal topic marker occurs to mark an out-of-focus part of the 
clause (see §6.7.4 for further details). These patterns are the same as those for 
subject focus and object focus constructions (see §6.7.3). 
 
68a. édzyúī ko y’ébékóéyī nɩ ́ozinɩm̄́ ... 
  éééé----dzyúīdzyúīdzyúīdzyúī    kokokoko        yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           éééé----bébébébé----kóéyīkóéyīkóéyīkóéyī            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       oooo----zizizizi        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-rat just 3SG.IND SM-VENT-exit LOC CM-hole DEF 
  kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ    ............    
        inside  
  ‘A MOUSE just popped/came out of the hole ... .’  (FS) 
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68b. Kú ko létsi kɔ ́lɔáń. 
  kúkúkúkú        kokokoko        lélélélé----tsitsitsitsi                kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       blblblblɔ̌ɔ̌ɔ̌ɔ ̌       ananananɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  death just 3PL.DEP-tell  DAT 1PL TOP 
  ‘Only the DEATH was announced to us.’  (Butsiugū) 
 

6.7.3   Focus constructions 

Any of the constituents in a clause can be highlighted for focus. Focusing involves 
fronting of the constituent to a position immediately adjacent to the subject and 
applying further measures depending on the role of the constituent in the clause. 
Unlike neighbouring Kwa languages like Ewe, Ga, Akan and Logba, Tafi does not 
employ a particle to mark such a fronted constituent for focus. The focus 
subconstructions are discussed in the subsequent sections below. 
 

6.7.3.1   Subject focus constructions 

When a subject argument is focused, it occurs clause initially in the immediate pre-
subject position. It is marked as being in focus by an independent pronoun that 
agrees with it in class and number. This subject form is cross referenced on the 
verb by an appropriate subject marker. There is thus a marker in the rest of the 
clause that refers to the subject argument in focus. Consider the following 
examples. 
 
69a. Ɔtsrɩ ́kɔkʊlɔ ̃ɔl’ɔv́ɔ aput’ otiti ɔdzyʊdzyɔ nɩ.́ 
  ɔɔɔɔ----tsrtsrtsrtsrɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɔɔɔɔkkkkʊʊʊʊllllɔ̃ɔ̃ɔ̃ɔ ̃       ɔɔɔɔllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           ɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---vvvvɔɔɔɔ                    aaaa----putputputputɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́           oooo----titititititititi    
  CM-foot crooked 3SG.IND SM-besmeared.with CM.PL-mud SM-smear    
        ɔɔɔɔ----dzydzydzydzyʊʊʊʊ----dzydzydzydzyɔɔɔɔ            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
        CM-RED-straight DEF 

‘THE CROOKED LEG besmears the straight one with mud.’ (Proverbs #1) 
 
69b. Agɛ ’ɛtukú kɩlɩ ́d’iepí. 
  aaaa----gagagaga            kikikiki----tukútukútukútukú    kkkkɩɩɩɩllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           ddddɩɩɩɩ        kekekeke----pípípípí    
  CM-animal CM-load 3SG.IND go  CM-home 
  ‘A FOOL’S LOAD reaches home.’  (Proverbs #56) 
 
69c. Ámā y’ésí édékpú. 
  ÁmāÁmāÁmāÁmā    yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           éééé----sísísísí            éééé----dédédédé----kpúkpúkpúkpú    
  Ama 3SG.IND SM-run SM-ITIVE-hide 
  ‘AMA ran and hid.’ 
 
69d. Ekusí téɖíkpó y’áaŋa bal’ɩábhā. 
  eeee----kusíkusíkusíkusí        tetetete----ɖɖɖɖikpóikpóikpóikpó    yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           áááá----aaaa----ŋaŋaŋaŋa                    balbalbalbalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kábhākábhākábhākábhā    
  CM-chief AM-one 3SG.IND SM-PSTPROG-eat 3PL.IND top 
  ‘ONE CHIEF was ruling over them.’ (Kásãlã) 
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In example (69d), for instance, the focused NP belongs to the aaaa1111 class, the 
independent pronoun that is used to mark it belongs to that class. It is also cross-
referenced on the verb by the appropriate subject form. In (69b), the focused NP is 
a possessive phrase whose head belongs to the kikikiki---- class and is therefore marked by 
the independent pronoun kkkkɩɩɩɩllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   that agrees with it in class and number. In this case, it 
is not cross referenced on the verb with the kkkkɩɩɩɩ----    subject marker because agreement 
between a kikikiki- class noun subject and the verb is no longer robustly marked. The 
strategy for signalling subject focus is different from that of non-subject arguments. 
Thus Tafi also manifests the crosslinguistic tendency of asymmetry between 
subject focus and non-subject focus (see e.g. Lambrecht 1994). 
 

6.7.3.2   Object focus constructions 

When an object is in focus, it is fronted and placed immediately adjacent to the 
subject position. A gap is left in the object position in the rest of the clause. If the 
subject argument is expressed as a pronoun it is realised as the dependent form as 
the examples in (70) illustrate. In (70a), the object of the second verb in the SVC 
ɔɔɔɔkkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́   totototoɖɖɖɖikpó ikpó ikpó ikpó ‘one place’ is focused and the subject pronoun of the SVC is realised 
as the dependent form on the first verb. Similarly, the object of the first verb in the 
SVC in (70b) is in focus and the subject of the SVC is expressed as the subject 
dependent form on the first verb. Note, however, that in (70c) even though the 
object is in focus, because the subject is realised as the independent form of the 
pronoun and cross referenced on the verb, there is no dependent form used. 
 
70a. Ɔkɔ ́tóɖukpó lá-shɔ ̄’elú g’lʊbɛ ’ɛfɔ.́ 
  [ɔɔɔɔ----kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́           tótótótó----ɖɖɖɖukpóukpóukpóukpó    lálálálá----shshshshɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄                   bebebebe----lúlúlúlú    ]]]]            ggggɩɩɩɩ    
  CM-place  AM-one 3PL.DEP-urinate  SM-put.down  REL 
  llllʊʊʊʊ----bábábábá                kkkkɩɩɩɩ----ffffɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́
  3SG.DEP-come CM-lather 
  ‘It is by urinating at ONE PLACE that lather is formed.’ (Proverbs #7) 
 
70b. Osí  nɩ ́gɩ lɔlɩ ́anɔ ahɔɩń ɔlɩ ́   layɩḱo ’ehu éblidzya. 
  oooo----sísísísí        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ggggɩɩɩɩ        llllɔɔɔɔ----llllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́               aaaa----nnnnɔɔɔɔ             aaaa----hhhhɔɩɔɩɔɩɔɩ        nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-stick DEF REL 3SG.DEP-be.at  CM-person  CM-hand TOP 
  [ɔɔɔɔllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           lalalala----yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩḱkkkɔɔɔɔ                bebebebe----huhuhuhu        éééé----blidzya]blidzya]blidzya]blidzya] 
  3SG.IND 3PL.DEP-take  SM-hit  CM-snake 
  ‘It is THE STICK one has in hand that one uses to hit a snake.’ 

(Proverbs #23) 
 
70c. Koko y’anyáɖɛ ’ɛǵbā. 
  kokokokokokokoko     yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           aaaa----nyanyanyanya----ɖɖɖɖaaaa                kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---gbāgbāgbāgbā    
  cocoa 3SG.IND SM-CERT-plant  CM-truth 
  ‘COCOA, he truly did plant (it).’ 
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70d. Anɔ shishe átɩńyɩnyā ’mɩ ̄kɩbhɩɩm̄ y’ányɩnyāʔ. 
  aaaa----nnnnɔɔɔɔ             shishishishi----sheshesheshe            áááá----ttttɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---nynynynyɩɩɩɩnyānyānyānyā            aaaa ----mmmmɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄       [k[k[k[kɩɩɩɩ----bhbhbhbhɩɩɩɩm̄m̄m̄m̄    
  CM-person RED-grow SM-NEG1-frown  CM-face CM-anus 
  yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           áááá----nynynynyɩɩɩɩnyānyānyānyā]]]]    
  3SG.IND SM-frown 
  ‘An elder does not frown his face; he contorts his ANUS’. (Proverbs #44) 
 
A postpositional phrase can also be focused as shown in (71). In this example, the 
postpositional phrase represents the object of the clause and so it is fronted. The 
subject argument of the clause is expressed as an independent pronoun and cross 
referenced on the verb. 
 
71.  Búvūnɩm̄́ y’ágbā. 
  búbúbúbú----vūvūvūvū            nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ    yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           áááá----gbāgbāgbāgbā    
  CM-house  DEF inside 3SG.IND SM-sweep  
  ‘THE ROOM he swept.’ 
 
A Dative object of a V2 in an SVC can also be focused like any other object as 
illustrated in (72). 
 
72.  Anʊv́ɔń̄ Ám’edzí bawin akɔ.́ 
  aaaa----nnnnʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́vvvvɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄       nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       ÁmāÁmāÁmāÁmā    eeee----dzídzídzídzí        babababa----wiwiwiwi                nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       áááá----kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́   
  CM-child DEF Ámā SM-buy CM.PL-dress  DEF SM-give 
  ‘THE CHILD Ama bought the dress for.’ 
 
Similarly, a copula complement constituent can also be focused. Like other objects, 
a focused copula complement is also fronted and there is nothing left in its original 
site. In the examples in (73) the copula subject is realised as an independent 
pronoun and cross-referenced on the copula. 
 
73a. Sãh́wɩ ̃ ̄y’áglɔ ̄y’enū. 
  sãh́wsãh́wsãh́wsãh́wɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃ ̄   yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           áááá----glglglglɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄           yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           eeee----nūnūnūnū    
  spider 3SG.IND CM-lover  3SG.IND SM-COP 
  ‘SPIDER’S LOVER she is.’ (i.e. ‘she is SPIDER’S LOVER’) (Sãh́wɩ ̃)̄ 
 
73b. Kofí ádɩmɩ ́Doxwě ’íbúí alasɩ ́adzɩnʊv́ɔɛ̄ ̄dzyɔgǒ y’enú. 
  KofíKofíKofíKofí    áááá----ddddɩɩɩɩmmmmɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       DoxwěDoxwěDoxwěDoxwě        kikikiki----búíbúíbúíbúí            [alas[alas[alas[alasɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       aaaa----dzdzdzdzɩɩɩɩnnnnʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́vvvvɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄ɔɛ̄ ̄   dzdzdzdzyyyyɔɔɔɔgǒgǒgǒgǒ 
  Kofi SM-like Doxwě CM-matter because CM-girl  good 
  yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           eeee----núnúnúnú]]]]    
  3SG.IND SM-COP 
  ‘KoZ loves Doxwě because she is A GOOD GIRL.’ 
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6.7.3.3   Verb focus constructions 

Verbs can also be focused. Tafi employs a strategy in which the verb is 
nominalised and fronted with the original verb left in situ. The verb is nominalised 
by prefixing the class marker bubububu----/bbbbʊʊʊʊ----    to it. The examples in (74) illustrate verb 
focus. As is evident from the examples the subject in such clauses can be expressed 
as the independent form and cross- referenced with an appropriate subject marker 
on the verb, as in (74a) or as a dependent pronoun marked on the verb as in (74b) 
and (74c). 
 
74a. Bʊshɩ ̃y’áshɩ ̃ ̄ãv’ʊyɛm. 
  bbbbʊʊʊʊ----shshshshɩ ̃ɩ ̃ɩ ̃ɩ ̃       yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           áááá----shshshshɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃̄ɩ ̃ ̄       aaaa----vvvvɩɩɩɩ        bbbbʊʊʊʊ----yayayaya        kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ 
  CM-leave 3SG.IND SM-leave SM-go  CM-farm inside    
  ‘LEAVE s/he DID leave for the farm.’ 
 
74b. Bétítsū oturoeleté ovutɔ ́’ɛf́ú bʊpʊɩ lápʊɩ ɔlɩm̄́ʔ. 
  bébébébé----títítítí----tsūtsūtsūtsū            oooo----turoturoturoturo        eeee----letéletéletéleté            oooo----vutvutvutvutɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       kikikiki----fúfúfúfú    
  3PL-NEG1-set  CM-lie CM-owner CM-roof  CM-fire 
  [bbbbʊʊʊʊ----ppppʊɩʊɩʊɩʊɩ        lálálálá----ppppʊʊʊʊɩɩɩɩ                ɔɔɔɔllllɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ]]]]    
  CM-scatter  3PL.DEP-scatter 3SG.IND inside 
  ‘We do not set fire to the dishonest person’s roof, we TEAR it apart.’  

                  (Proverbs #32) 
     
74c. Ónúgɩ ɖeke évuwɔ ́nɩ ́y’eyíálɩ ́   bʊtɩ ̄látɩ ̄nɩ ́anɔ ’ɛvuɩabhā.    
        ónónónónúúúú.g.g.g.gɩɩɩɩ        ɖɖɖɖekeekeekeeke        éééé----vuvuvuvu----wwwwɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́           nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       yyyyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́           eeee----yíyíyíyí----alalalalɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  COND  crocodile SM-catch-2SG  TOP  3SG.IND CM-child-PL   
  [bbbbʊʊʊʊttttɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄           lálálálá----ttttɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄               nnnnɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́       aaaa----nnnnɔɔɔɔ             kikikiki----vuvuvuvu            kabhākabhākabhākabhā]]]]    
  CM-crawl  3PL.DEP-crawl  LOC  CM-person  CM-stomach top 

‘When a crocodile has captured you (even) baby crocs will CRAWL on 
your belly.’  (Proverbs #33) 

 
Any constituent in a basic clause in Tafi can be focused. The strategies for 
focusing subjects and other term constituents are different. Verbs are also focused 
using a slightly different strategy. These devices afford Tafi speakers to structure 
information they wish to communicate effectively. 
 

6.7.4   Post-verbal topic marker ananananɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   

In example (68b), repeated for convenience here as (75a), there is a form ananananɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
glossed as ‘TOP’ which occurs in the predicate part of a clause. It can occur 
immediately after the verb as in (75b) and (75c), or after a prepositional phrase as 
in (75a). It seems to mark the part of the clause to its left as a kind of topic. In 
example (75b), for instance, the form seems to mark ‘what you are doing’ as topic 
to what follows ‘in vain’. 
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75a. Kú ko létsi kɔ ́lɔáń. 
  kúkúkúkú        kokokoko        lélélélé----tsitsitsitsi                kkkkɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́       blblblblɔ̌ɔ̌ɔ̌ɔ ̌       ananananɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  death just 3PL.DEP-tell  DAT 1PL TOP 
  ‘Only the death was announced to us.’  (Butsiugū) 
 
75b. Kɩgɩ w’ɔɔ́b́hɩtɩáń bʊw̃ã/́ tɩw̃ã.́    
  kkkkɩɩɩɩ----ggggɩɩɩɩ        wwwwɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́           ɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---ɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---bhbhbhbhɩɩɩɩttttɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́               ananananɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ bbbbʊʊʊʊw̃ã́w̃ã́w̃ã́w̃ã/́ t/ t/ t/ tɩɩɩɩw̃ã́w̃ã́w̃ã́w̃ã ́
  3SG-REL 2SG.IND SM-PRSPROG-do TOP in.vain 
  ‘What you are doing is in vain.’ 
 
75c. Kɩĺɛɛ̄m ’iyo w’óóbīań. 
  kkkkɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ-́---llllɛ ̄ɛ ̄ɛ ̄ɛ ̄       kkkkɩɩɩɩmmmmɩɩɩɩ    yiyoyiyoyiyoyiyo    wwwwɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ ́           óóóó----óóóó----bībībībī                    ananananɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   
  CM-air inside cry  2SG.IND SM-PRSPROG-cry TOP 
  ‘In vain you are WEEPING.’ 
 
The form ananananɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘TOP’ is similar to the proximal demonstrative form ananananɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   ‘PROX’, 
that modifies nouns belonging to the aaaa1111----, ba(a), ba(a), ba(a), ba(a)----, a, a, a, a2222---- and kakakaka- classes (see § 4.6.3), 
and the negative cleft ananananɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́‘NEGCL’ (see § 7.3.5.1). These forms must be related as 
they have related functions. However, the nature of the relationship is not clear. 
Further investigation is needed to clarify it. 
 

6.7.5   Topic-comment only constructions 

Topic-comment only constructions in Tafi are verbless predications. They have the 
structure [NPTOPIC  NPCOMMENT] where the two NPs are simply juxtaposed. 
Some of these structures are used to express simile-like propositions where the 
topic NP is likened to the comment NP. For example, 
 
76a. Adzɩ kɩgba. 
  aaaa----dzdzdzdzɩɩɩɩ             kkkkɩɩɩɩ----gbagbagbagba    

CM-woman CM-falling.trap 
‘A woman is a trap.’ 

 
76b. Banɔd́zyrámɩ ̄telí ’ídī ozi oo. 
  babababa----nnnnɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔd́zyrámdzyrámdzyrámdzyrámɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄ɩ ̄               tetetete----lílílílí            kíkíkíkí----dīdīdīdī        oooo----zizizizi        oooooooo    
  CM.PL-human.being  AM-INDEF CM-type CM-hole UFP 
  ‘Some human beings are deep pits.’ 
 
Some tautologies are expressed using such structures but in this case the first NP 
contains an intensifier as shown in 77 - 79. 
 
77.  Kibenyee’be tsyɩ ́kibe. 
  kikikiki----bebebebe----nyáányáányáányáá----kikikiki----bebebebe                tsytsytsytsyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́   kikikiki----bebebebe    
  CM-time-DISTR-CM-time also CM-time 
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  ‘Any time is (good) time.’ 
 
78a. Kepí ko kepí. 
  kekekeke----pípípípí            kokokoko        kekekeke----pípípípí    
  CM-home  only CM-home 
  ‘Home is home.’ (i.e. There is no place like home) 
 
78b. Butsí ko butsí. 
  bubububu----tsítsítsítsí            kokokoko        bubububu----tsítsítsítsí    
  CM-death  only CM-death 
  ‘Death is death.’ 
 
79a. Anʊv́ɔ ̄ko anʊv́ɔ ̄kwã. 
  aaaa----nnnnʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́vvvvɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄       kokokoko        aaaa----nnnnʊ́ʊʊ́́ʊ́vvvvɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ̄ɔ ̄       kwãkwãkwãkwã    
  CM-child only CM-child INT 
  ‘A child is always a child.’ 
 
79b. Adzɩ/ányɩ ́ko adzɩ/ányɩ ́kwã. 
  aaaa----dzdzdzdzɩɩɩɩ ////áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́               kokokoko        aaaa----dzdzdzdzɩɩɩɩ ////áááá----nynynynyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́               kwãkwãkwãkwã    
  CM-woman/CM-man only CM-woman/CM-man INT 
  ‘A woman/man is only a woman/man.’ 
 
In (77), the first NP is marked by the additive intensifier tsytsytsytsyɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ɩ ́ ‘too, also’ and the 
second NP made up of a noun with the same referential meaning as the head of the 
first NP. In (78a) and (78b), the intensifier used is the focusing one kokokoko ‘only’ and 
the head noun is as it were repeated. (79a) and (79b) are similar to (78a) and (78b) 
where the topic NP is modified by kokokoko but different from them in that the comment 
NP is modified by kwãkwãkwãkwã. Interestingly, the nouns involved in this subconstruction 
are all human category nouns. 
 
The verbless predications discussed in this section are used to drive home a point. 
They are used to state general truths. For instance, the statement in (76b) can be 
made to emphasise the fact that one cannot understand human beings or see 
through their motives while (78a) stresses the point that there is no place like one’s 
home and that no matter where a person travels to s/he will always come back 
home.49 
 

                                           
 
49 This is comparable to a pop song, parts of which go like: There is no place like home, 
home sweet home; when I go south, west, east and north I will always come back home. 


